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INTRODUCTION 

The term "direct investments" has come to describe that c1as of interna--
tional industrial investments which is frequently impJ led by the broad popular expres-
sion "branch plants". The scope of the classification as used in this report is more 
thoroughly dealt with elsewhere. Direct investments represent an international migration 
of business enterprise and industrial capital and technique which is one of the charac-
teristics of the economic organization of the twentieth century. To a large extent 
this has been typically an expansion of United States industry beyond the boundaries of 
the United States and the relative importance of United States direct investments in 
Canada to those from the United Kingdom and other countries is an illustration of the 
general extension of United States industry to other countries0 Growth of direct in-
vestments has been related to the growth of industrialism throughout the world, and 
there are few countries where there are not important industries from other countries0 
Thus, there have been factors causing this movement of industries which are not peculiar 
to Canada or its geographical location but which are inherent in the tariff structure 
of the world and other elements in the background of international trade. 

Growth of direct investments in Canada has been bound up with the industrial 
development of Canada, and no doubt has been an important influence upon the acceLerated 
development of the Canadian economy in recent decades. The introduction of advanced 
techniques from oLder industrial countries has made possible a greater development than 
would have been possible otherwise and has decreased the time necessary to achieve 
maturity. As a consequence, Canadas exports of secondary products and minerals to 
overseas countries have grown rapidly and broadened the relations of Canada with other 
countries. 

By adding to the efficiency and variety of Uanadian industry, direct invest-
ments have contributed to the greater diversification of production in Canada0 In this 
way the frame-work of the Canadian economy has been strengthened by making the country 
Less dependent upon the vicissitudes of a few primary industries0 Employment of a more 
stabLe character has been provided and there has been a greater distribution of the 
"overhead costs" of the country, such as those incurred through the provision of trans.-
portation facilities, 

Although the total value of direct investments in Canada owned in other coun-
tries, $2,168 million,rnay be an impressive total, the significance of direct invest-
ments in their relation to Canadian-owned industries is best understood when their 
value is compared with the total amount of capital invested in Canada. It is estimated 
that the total amount of "business" capital invested in Canada is about $18,000,000,000, 
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This sum includes the bonded indebtedness of governments and municipalities in Canada, 
investments in railways, all manufacturing concerns, mines and metal industries, 
public utilities, trading establishments, finance, etc., but does not include private 
capital in farms, domestic real estate, etc. Of this sum, it is estimated that about 
$Ll,000,000,000 or 62 per cent is owned in Canada and 38 per cent is owned abroad, 
allowing for all classes of British and foreign investments in Canada as well as the 
investments that may be considered "direct". 

Then there are marked variations in the relative importance of direct in-
vestments in the different groups of Canadian industry. In some industries, notably 
the automobile industry, and the industries producing rubber products and electrical 
apparatus, the proportion of total production which is produced in plants owned out-
side of Canada is quite high. It is notable that these are mass production industries 
which have attained a high degree of efficiency in the United States. On the other 
hand, many important Canadian industries are predominantly owned in Canada, the percen-
tage of production in foreign owned plants being very small. Examples are provided by 
the textiles and primary steel industries. Although there are some important plants 
in the pulp and paper and hydro-e1ectric power industries which are controlled outside 
of Canada, much the largest parts of these characteristically Canadian industries are 
cntrolled in Canada. Agriculture provides a conspicuous instance of Canadian owner-
ship, 

It must also be recognized that the foreign control which is suggested by 
foreign ownership is, in many instances, only potential. The degree to which this 
potential control is exercised varies considerably and the large total value of 
foreign direct investments in Canada is apt to be misleading unless this is understood. 
Then, this total value of investment is made up by the value of capital invested in a 
great many enterprises, many of which are small and uninf'luential in their respective 
industries and trades. 

In short, the large value of foreign direct investments in Canada does not 
point to the domination of Canadian business by non-residents. Owing to the disper-
sion of these investments over a wide field of industries, there are only a few in-
dustrial groups in which the foreign enterprises predominate. Even in these groups 
the totaL foreign direct investments are usually made up of a number of competing en-
terprises. The importance of direct investments in the Canadian economy rather lies 
in the effects they have had upon the rapid industrial development of Canada, the ad-
vanced industrial techniques they have introduced into the country and the stimulation 
they have provided to the growth of Canada's exports of secondary products to over-
seas countries, and their effects upon the Canadian balance of international payments. 
Direct investments in Canada are a product of modern international commercial rela-
tions rather than the economic penetration of Canada because of its geographical lo-
cation. 

It should be noted that Canadian industry too has expanded beyond the bor-
ders of Canada. The value of the direct investments of Canada in other countries, as 
shown in Part II of the report, is substantial considering the youth of most Canadian 
industries, Most of this development has been in the United States, but the West 
Indies and Latin America are also fields where Canadian companies operate extensively 
abroad. In some instances the Canadian expansion into the United States, especially 
in the case of Canadian railways, has been because of natural circumstances, for 
example, to take advantage of direct routes or to obtain supplies of raw materials. 
In other cases the movement into the United States has been due to enterprising Cana-
dian concerns seeking wider markets than those afforded by Canada for their products. 
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PART I BRITISH AND FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENTS IN CANADA 

Chapter 1. The Field Covered by Direct Investments. 

Companies incorporated in Canada 

Theoretically all external investments in Canadian corporations can be 
divided into two classes, depending upon whether control is concentrated in 
Canada or in some other country. Where control remains in Canada the external 
investment is customarily termed a "portfolio investment". Where control is trans-
ferred to a corporstion or a group of individuols in another country it becomes 
a "direct investment". 

The distinction usuaLly depends upon the intention of the investor at 
the time that he makes his investment in Canada. If he wishes to place money in 
a Canadian cororation and is satisfied with the existing management, he buys 
securities issued by the corooration and includes them in the portfolio of his in-
vestments. If his intention is to start a new enterprise or to take over control 
of an existing one, his investment in Canada is a direct investment. Obviously 
it is impractical to attempt to classify investments according to the intention of 
the investor. ALL that can be done is to infer intentions from a Limited field of 
actions. This can be carried out with a high degree of accuracy in many instances, 
but there are cases where the results are somewhat uncertain. Over 99% of the 
stock of The B. F. Goodrich Rubber Company of Canada ..imited is owned by 
B. F. Goodrich Company of Akron, Ohio.(l) More than 69% of the common stock of 
Aluminium Limited is held by a small group of shareholders in the United Ststes.( 2 ) 

There is no difficulty in cLasiI'yitg these cases as direct Investments. 
We can assume that the intention of the majority interests of the shareholders of 
both companies was to put money into a Canadian company to be controlled by them. 
The shareholders of Aluminium Limited are individuals and the only effective share - 
holder of The B. F. Goodrich Rubber Company of Canada uimited is a corporation, 
but the principle is the same whether applied to individuaLs or to corporations. 
If enough of the capital invested in a Canadian corporation is concentrated in 
another country to establish control of the corporation in that country, the cor-
poration can be referred to as a direct investment of that country in Canada. 

Suppose that instead of 69% or more of Aluminium common only 25% was 
owned in the United States. If this amount of stock were in the hands of an or- 
ganized group of shareholders and the remaining 75% was scattered in small holdings, 
it would stilL he possible for the organized minority to control the direction of 
the company. Such a situation, however, is not a common occurrence, and where it 
does occur there is no guarantee that it wILL continue. ALL that can he said with 
certainty is that, as the pronortion of a company's securities held in another 
country increases, the probability of the company being controLLed in that country 
also increases. The situation is simplified where there is a parent company out-
side of Canada. In such cases the interest of the parent, whether majority or 
minority, is obviously concentrated in one place and is capable of effective ap-
ptication. In 1934 American Telephone and Telegraph Company held about a quarter of 

() Standard Corporation Records, June 22, 1937. Page 2279. 

(2) NationaL Recovery Administration, "Report on the Aluminum Industry" 
(Washington, 1935); and "The Aluminum Company of America", Fortune -. September, 
1934. Pages 46-52, 100-ILL. 
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the shares of The Bell Telephone Company of Canada, while almost two-thirds were 
held in Canada.(3) Having no thforruiaion to the nantraty, we must assume that the 
majority Canadian interest was scattered among small shareholders and that the 
minority investment of the American company was sufficient to class the Canadian 
comoany among United States direct investments in Canada. 

This type of conne;Lioa is often rererred to as tafriLiatLonli  rather 
than as tcontrol,  but afr'diation is a vague term and suggesbs types of Connec- 
tiori such as manufacturing rights or agreements which in themselves are insufficient 
to estabLish direct investment 

When applying the theory of effective control outlined above to an or-
ganiation having no parent company outside of Canada, the problem becomes more 
difficuLt. As a working principle the Bureau of Statistics requires concentration 
in one external country of 50% or more of the total investment in a corporation 
having no parent company outside of Canada before that corporation is classed as a 
direct investment. Minimum concent - ation of 50% or more of the total investment in 
one country is not assumed to estaLlih control in itself. It is accepted as evi-
dence of the probable intention of the investors. When this principle is applied 
to large companies, it is considered in conjunction with all other available data 
which might throw Light on the suh3ect Fifty-two per cent of the common stock of 
Canadian Paciic Railway Company and 97% of the preferred were owned in the British 
Empire outside of Canada at the end of i936,( 4)ore of the companys bonds were 
owned to Great Britain than in any other one country. Assuming that the stock in-
terest in the British Empirn outside of Great Britain was negligible, the majority 
of the total tavestuient was clearly in Great Britain at the end of 1936. However, 
only two directors out of a totaL of eighteen were domiciled in England ;  and it is 
woLL known that the management has been in Canada since the formation of the company. 
It must be inferred from the above that the majority British interest is distribu-
ted among private investors who have no immediate intention of controLLing the 
policy of the company. 

The Last mentioned feature of direct investments has been responsible 
for much of the lack of uniformity in treatment of the subject. The Bureau of 
Foreign and Domestic Commerce of the United States Department of Commerce has made 
severaL investigations into the subject of direct investments in the United States. 
It includes a number of independent companies in its cLassification of direct in-
vestments on a Lighter concentration in a foreign country than 50% of total invest-
ment. In its recently oublished report on American direct investments in foreign 
countries, the Bureau of' Foreign and Domestic Commerce defines American direct in- 

(3) LS±Jk 

	

Canada .................................................. 	66,5 
United States 

	

American Telephone and Telegraph Co .................. 	202 
Other....... 	,..,,,,..., 	.,... 	4,4 

	

Other foreign........ ......... .... ... ................... 	4.9 

The Toronto Globe, November 16, 1934. 

(4)  
AnnuaL Report of Canadian Pacific Railway Company for the year ended 
December 31, 1936. po 18, 
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vestments abroad as follows: "All American investments in those foreign coroora-
tLons or enterprises which are controlled by a person or small group or persons 
(corporate or natural) domiciled in the United Stabes, or in the management of 
which such person or group has an important voice" (5) Regarding quantitative 
measurement of control as a factor in the definition of American direct investments 
abroad, the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce states: "In no case has an in-
vestment holding of less than 10% (of common stock) been included in this cate-
gory, and interests of less than 20% are few in number and small in vaLue re--
Lative to the total of direct investtnents",(5) The application of this principle 
to direct investLuents in Canada would resuLt in considerably larger totals than 
those obtained by the method used in the present report 

Differences of opinion exist not only as to the amount of external In--
vestment that is normally required to establish control, but as to the type of 
securibr in which such external investment must be made It is usual for corporate 
directors to be elected by the holders of common stock, Hence common stock can be 
looked upon as the "controlling" security However, many issues of preferred stock 
have participating features which give to their holders a share in the management 
in the event of non-payment of dividends for a specified length of time. Bond 
holders are usually looked upon as creditors of a corporation rather than as owxers, 
but they have a potential source of control which materializes under circumstances 
def'ined in the bond--generaLLy upon default in payment of interest. For these 
reasons the Bureau of Statistics has based its classification on total investment 
rather than on stock alone or on common stock alone, In practice there are few 
cases which hinge exclusively on this question, because when Canadian companies are 
controlled out of Canada, the tendency has been (at teast, until fairly recently) 
for bond issues to be floated in the same country in which stock control is held. 
It is estimated that classif'tcatiori according to stock alone would result in a total 
British and foreign direct investment in Canada within one per cent of the amount 
shown in the tables. 

Unincor oorated Branches 

There remains one other type of direct investment The Quaker Oats 
Company of Chicago and H. J. Eleinz Company of Pittsburgh both have direct invest-
merits in Canada. Their Canadian operations differ from those which have been de-
scribed above in that they operate Canadian branches which are controlled directly 
from their United States head offices without the intervention of Canadian subsidia--
ry companies. This type of investment is becoming Less common than it was formerly, 
and at least one large United St.ates company which use to operate an unincorpora-
ted branch has now incorporated a Canadian subsidiary.°) 

Some of the advantages of Canadian incororation are pointed out in the 
folLowing extract: 

"Incorporation under Dominion law entitles a foreign corporation to operate 
anywhere in Canada.-,.. Subsidiaries have to submit their own statements to the 
authorities, while a branch must submit statements for the parent company as well, 

(5)  American Direct Investments In Foreign Countries -• 1936, U. S. Department 
of Commerce; Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce Pages 2 and 3. 

(6) American Cyanamid Company, of New York, operated its plant at Niagara Falls, 
Ontario, without Canadian incorporation from 1907 until 1935 or 1936, 
when it transferred all its Canadian operations to its Canadian subsidia-
ries, North American Cyanamid Limited and DiLions-•EClipstein, Limited, 



and. 	in some orovinces taxation is based on total authorizçd capital which, in 
the case of a branch, is the capital of the parent company"0( 7 ) 

As to unincoroorated branches, some United States companies prefer to 
ooerate their Canadian plant on exactly the same basis as their branches in the 
United State50 The Yale and Towne Manufacturing Company, of Stamford, Connecti-
cut, actually dissolved its Canadian Limited liabiLity company in 1923 and has 
since then operated its Canadian plant as "The Yale and Towne Manufacturing 
Company, Canadian Branch"0 

It should be noted that British and foreign investments in residen-
tial properties, agricultural lands and other classes of real estate have not 
been included in this study of direct investments except when held through some 
corporate organization0 Investments by individuals such as these are not quite 
comparable with the commercial, industrial and financial investments making up 
the direct investments shown in this report0 

Branch Plant 

The term "branch plant", which, in a restricted field, is sometimes 
used in the same sense as direct investment, no doubt originated from unincor-
porated factory branches of external manufacturing companies. Early investiga-. 
tions into the subject of direct investments were mainly concerned with manufac• 
turing firms0 When the field was extended to companies engaged in merchandising, 
financial and other operations, an expression of more general application was 
found necessary and "direct investment" was substituted for "branch plant?0 

Definition of Direct_Investments in Canada 
(Tables 1-18 inclusive) 

The derinition of the companies respecting which data are included 
in the tables on direct investments in Canada (Tables 1-16) is as follows: 
"Companies carrying on some or all of their operations in Canada, which are bran--
ches of or controlled by companies incorporated out of Canada, or are controlled 
by individuals domiciled out of Canada0" A footnote to these tables states that 
"Subsidiaries of Canadian companies which come within the above definition are 
themselves considered as coming within the definition"0 To illustrate, before 
its reorganization in 1938, all common stock of Gatineau Power Company was owned 
by Canadian Hydro-Electric Corporation Limited, a company with Dominion charter 
having its head office in MontreaL Hence all common stock of Gatineau Power 
Company at the end of 1936 was owned i n Canada0 At that time, however, Canadian 
Hydro-.Electric Corporation Limited was controlled v InternationaL Hydro-Elec--
trio System, a Massachusetts corporation, which in turn was controlled by Inter-
national Paper and Power Company of Boston0 The effect of the above-mentioned 
footnote is to bring into the tables the indirect United States investment in 
Gatineau Power Company which otherwise would have been omitted, as that company 
does not come within the above definition of direct investment0 The prevalent 
use of holding companies has rendered situations such as this fairly common in 
recent years0 

jp qtjoj Direct Investments in Canada 

Tables dealing with direct investments in Canada have been divided in-
to three main groups according to the countries of origin of the external invest-
mc-nts0 As a matter of convenience such countries have been classified as 

(7) American Direct Investments in Foreign Countries, United States Trade 
Information Bulletin No0 731, Pages 31-32 
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foLlows: 1. The United States. 2. Great Britain. 3. All other countries (in-
cluding those parts of the BritAsh Empire other than Great Britain and Canada). 
The third classification, "all other countries", is considerably smal.ler than the 
other two, both in number of comDanies and in volume of investment, and cannot 
very well be sub-divided due to statistical limitations. In volume of investment 
France ranks next after the United State.s and Great Britain, due to her control-
Ling interest in the Montreal Loan company, Credit Foncier Franco-Canadien. 
Switzerland, Holland, Germany, Sweden, Turkey, Norway, and Japan are among the 
other countries represented, in addition to Newfoundland, Australia and other 
parts of the British Emire 	All data classified according to country of origin 
have been consolidated in another set of tables to show total British and foreign 
direct investments in Canac1a 

.Qurces 	flQrjna.ttQr .Q . 	D%tjiqynership 
.a çnj 	yrg on Business in Cana4. 

1. Stock -. Some idea has been given in the preceding pages of what 
companies are included in the field of direct investments in Canada Before a com-
pany can be classed as a direct investment certain facts must be known regarding 
its financial structure. A brief summary is now given of the methods by which the 
necessary data are obtained. Geographical distribution of ownership of shares is 
published by some of the larger Canadian companies. When aLL shares are in the 
hands of one shareholder, 	are held by a parent company, the informatiDn is com- 
monly given in financial publications, provided there is sufficient public interest 
in the parent company to warrant mention in such publications. However, in the 
usuaL case where shares are scattered, the information can only be obtained from 
the company itself. Every Canadian company is obLiged to maintain a shareholders' 
register in whicth appear the names and addresses of all sharehoLders together with 
number of shares owned by each. During the past eight years, between fifteen and 
twenty thousand Canadian companies have reported geographical distribution of owner-
ship of their outstanding shares to the Bureau of Statistics. Of this number more 
than 2,41) represent direct investments in existence at the end of 1936. This 
should not be interpreted to mean that more than 16 of all companies in Canada are 
British or foreign direct investments. The total number of companies carrying on 
business in Canada is much larger than twenty thousand. Selective treatment was 
applied to lists of companies before questionnaires were sent out. Companies which 
appeared unLikeLy to contain external investment were omitted. The probability of 
external investment can be judged in many cases by the name of the company. The 
presence of directors domiciled out of Canada is another indication. The provl.n-
ciaL gazettes pubLish names of companies to which extra provincial licenses have 
been granted. Municipal boards of trade, industriaL associations and other organi--
zations have prepared lists of companies having affiliations of one kind or another 
with parent or other companies outside of Canada. Questionnaires have been sent 
to companies on lists of this nature. For these and other reasons it has been pos-
sible to avoid sending questionnaires to many thousands of purely Canadian com-
panies containing little or no external capital. 

Answers received by questionnaire are confidential and are not revealed 
by the Bureau of Statistics unless combined with data from other firms in such a 
manner that individual operations cannot be identified. Wherever data regarding 
individual companies are mentioned in this report for purposes of illustration, the 
information has been obtained from published financial statements or other sources 
available to the public. 

Data on ownership of stock used in preparation of the tables in this re-
port were obtained by questionnaires sent out during the four years 1934-4937 
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inclusive. it is the pracUce of the Bureau to maintain a permanent record of 
the ownership of stock in cimj)anie8 containing external capital and it has been 
found that, with a few exceptions, 3iguifiant cnanges of ownership from one 
country to another in iLock of omanies ctntroiied out of Canada do not occur 
frequently. The stock of companies in which there is active market interest some-
times shows significant international movements. Such companies are given excep-
tional treatment. In most cases it has been found unnecessary to ask companies 
for this type of informati on more often than once in four or five years. The ex-
tent of the loss in accuracy occasioned by the use of reports obtained once in 
four or five years is discussed below in connection with geographical distribution 
of dividends and bond interes 

pre Prp 
Minor errors in the tables are occasioned by nominee shareholdings. In 

some cases there is a difference b .een the registered shareholder and the bene-
ficial owner. Market activity is an important factor in this question. A street 
certificate registered in the name o" a Canadian broker may be held by the broker 
for a Canadian or for a natioiai of another country0 Little is known of the ex-
tent of nominee ownership of the sflnres of Canadian companies, but it is not likely 
to affect materially the data in the tables, as direct investments from countries 
outside of Canada are not 1ik1y to be a field in which there is much nominee 
ownership It is a phenomenon more closely associated wibh portfolio investments 
than with direct irivestinents 

2. Bonds - i;!e to the large number of' unregistered bonds in existence, 
it is not possibLe to btain euually accurate data on ownership of corporate funded 
debts as on corporate ock Corporations are requested to give distribution of 
registered bond ines in the same questionnaire that áeals with distribution of 
stock. In the case or unregistered bonds they are requested to give their closest 
estimates regarding distribution of ownership. Distribution of interest coupons 
gives corporate officials some information on which to base an estimate. Where such 
methods are inadequate, estimates have been made in the Bureau of Statistics based 
on the country in which the issues were originally floated, Financial publications 
have given particulars of the underwriting of Canadian bonds for many years. Al-. 
though such sources may be accepted as reasonably accurate, it has only been pos-
sible to make rougri estimates of international movements that have occurred in 
such cases since the date of fiotation 

The total amount of corporation funded debt included in the taLle8 on 
direct investment in Canada is approximately 496 million. This total includes 
bonds, debentures, debenture stock and other forms of long-term funded debt. Data 
regarding distribution of 79% of this amount were obtained by questionnaire from 
the issuing companies, data for 17% of the total were obtained partly from the corn-. 
panios and partly from other sources, and data for the balance, or 4 0A, were obtained 
entirely from other sources. These figures show that errors in distribution of 
funded debt arising out of estirnate based on original flotation are not likely to 
seriousy affect the data in the tables, 

.RtLm 	kt9gmpanLie 

Reference has been made in various publications to the number of branch 
plants or branch factories which British and foreign companies have established in 
Canada within stated periods.. Such reports are seldom explicit in defining the unit 
which has been used in their compilations. At the end of 1936, General Electric 
Company of Schenectady controlled five branch factories in Toronto, one in Peter-
borough and one in i.achine, all being operated by the Canadian subsidiary, Canadian 



General Electric Com?any Limited, At that time, Borden Company of New York, 
through its Canadian subsidiary, Borden°s Limited, held a controlling interest 
in City Dairy Company Limited of Toronto, Ottawa Dairy Limited of Ottaw. and fif-
teen other corporations engaged in the Canadian milk and milk products business. 
These operations might be described as seven branch plants for General Electric 
Company and seventeen for Borden Company. From the United States point of view 
they might be considered as two Canadian investments, one by General Electric 
Company and one by Borden Company, The policy of the Bureau of Statistics has 
been to adopt the corporation as the unit, irrespective of the number of factories 
or plants in which its operations are carried on0 According to this method, the 
examples given above would total eighteen units Subsidiaries of Canadian corn-
pariies are included in compilations showing number of companies, irrespective of 
whether they are wholly owned or partly owned by their parent companies. 

Typically, direct investments in Canada carry on operations in one 
municipality, and usually at one location within the municipality, The widest dis-
parity from the typical case arises in the retail merchandising chains. Great 
Atlantic and Pacific Tea Company Limited operated more than 250 Canadian retail 
outlets in 196 Imperial Oil Limited, although primarily a manufacturing company, 
had approximately 1,90) distributing stations and 700 gasoline service stations 
scattered throughout Canada in 1936 

The number of companies appearing in the tables is slightly smaller than 
the total number of direct investmeu.s which were on record at the end of the year 
196 - the reason being, that the records always contain a residue of companies 
for which investment data are Incomplete or cannot o obtained, 

iby. 	E1!1e55 

Classification according to type of business is shown in the tables on 
direct investment in Canada according to six main divisions Companies in the 
financial field have been sub-divided into insuranoe companies", "investment 
trusts't, and 'all others 	The reason for this distinction is that the external 
investment in insurance companies has been calculated by a method different from 
that apolied to all other companies-. As insurance companies form the largest item 
in the financial division, it was considered advisable to show their investment 
values separately as well as combined with data of other financial companies., 

Data regarding investment trusts contain an unknown amount of duplica-
tion of information appearing elsewhere in the tables, This is dependent upon the 
extent to which investment trusts contain in their assets securities issued by 
other companies appearing in the table. Investment Corporation of Canada Limited 
has a British charter and a head office in London, but carries on an investment 
business in Canad&. If there happened to be a thousand shares of International 
Nickel comnon among its assets at the end of 1936, the value of the thousand shares 
would appear in the tables under mining where the value of International Nicke1s 
investment in Canada is classified, and would also be reflected in the valuation 
at which Investment Corporation of Canada Limited was carried in the financial 
classification0 The separate statement revealing the amount invested in invest-.-
ment trusts shows that the errc't due to possible duplication would not be large 
even if the assets of the companies under consideration were composed wholly of 
securities of companies appearing elsewhere in the tables, 

During recent years a number of private investment companies and persona] 
holding companies with external shareholders have been incorporated in Canada Al-
though some of these companies have investments in Canadian securities, there are 
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many which have not, They have a Canadian charter, maintain a set of books and 
a statutory office in Canada, but have no Canadian assets to speak of and, as 
far as this study is concerned, may be omitteth In any case, holdings of Cana.-. 
di.an  securities by such companies are more of a "portfolio" than a "direct" 
charac ter 0  

Companies carrying on more than one kind of business create a problem 
which has necessitated somewhat arbitrary treatment0 Some direct investments 
whose chief activity is manufacturing also transact a retail merc:andising busi-
ness. As investment values and georaphicai distribution of ownership of a corn-
pany incoroorated in Canada are dependent upon securities issued by the company, 
it would not be practical to attempt to break down the total investment according 
to different activitIes carried on by the company0 The total assets of Canadian 
Westinghouse Company Limited shown in its annual statement as of December 31, 
1936, amounted to $165 million0 We know that this company carries on a manufac-
turing and a merchandising business, but we are not in a position to say that a 
certain proportion of its assets represents an investment in manufacturing and 
the balance represents an investment in merchandising The only practical way to 
deal with such companies is to classify the whole investment according to the chi6f 
activity carried on by the company0 The loss in accuracy attributable to this 
feature is dependent upon the degree of detail which is revealed0 International 
Harvester Company of Canada Limited manufactures agricultural implements, motor 
trucks, and binder twine In the tables appearing in this report, all manufac-
turing industries have been classed together-0 If different types of manufacturers 
had been shown separately, the treatment of the International Harvester Company 
would have resulted in too large a total for metal products and too small a total 
for textiles, as the total investment in the company would be classified under 
the major activity--metal products. For this reason the classification "rnerchari 
dising" appearing in the tables should be considered in relation to companies 
whose chief function is merchandising0 The tables do not indicate the amount of 
external capital behind Canadian merenandising in general0 	Although the above 
question is of some significance in the manufacturing and merchandising fields, 
it is negligible in the other kind of- business cdassifications shown in the 
tables0 

Cnapter 2 Methods of evaluating British and Foreign Investments in Canada 

A. onanies incpo rated Jn. Canada 

Reference was made above in Chapter 10 to the methods by which geo-
graphical distribution of ownership of corporate stock and bonds was obtained0 
Corporate stock and bonds are the evidence of ownership or proprietary interest 
in a corporation0 Hence, if satisfactory values can be obtained for these securi-
ties, it becomes a simple matter of calculation to find the investment of an ex 
ternal country in a Canadian corporation0 

Most bonds or other evidences of funded debt are repayable on maturity 
at par. Hence, for this purpose, par is a fair value to attribute to bonds0 
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Most issues of preferred stock have a fixed claim upon the capital and 
earnings of the issuing corporation. So long as the preferred dividends do flot 
fall in arrears, the average preferred shareholder has no immediate concern in 
the amount of profit earned by his company0 There is unlimited variety in the 
special provisions that have been applied to preferred shares, but the protection 
which is afforded to most issues has often the effect of restricting fluctuations 
in value and renders par or stated value a satisfactory basis for the purpose 
under consideration. 

Common stock represents the residuary interest of the oroprietor after 
any prior claims represented by preferred stock or funded debt have been satis-
fied. Various investigators have used different methods of evaluating this resi-
duary interest Par value, market value, and capitalized earnings have all been 
investigated. The measure of value for common stock adopted in this study is 
the equity of the common shareholder represented by the value at which the shares 
are carried in the companyts  annual report plus accumulated surplus or minus ac-
cumulated deficit.(9) Even this method is not ideal. Lack of uniformity in ac 
counting practice results in different ways in which assets are valued and balance 
sheets are drawn up. When applied to a company in receivership, it may produce 
results more in accordance with the operations of the company before the receiver 
was appointed than with current operations. Although not perfect, this method 
probably produces a truer picture of investment values in common stock than any 
of the three alternatives mentioned above. It has been adopted for 1936 investi--
gations into direct investments by the Bureau of Statistics and by the United 
States Departn]ent of Commerce 

"Cap itaiErnp1qy" 

One other method of valuing common stock should be mentioned, the 
ttcapital employed" process used by the Bureau of Statistics in its investigation 
into direct investments in Canada in 1932. Companies in the manufacturing, 
mining and utility fields make an annual report to the Bureau or Statistics under 
the provision of its rndustrial Census. One of the questions in the annual sche-
dule is entitled "capital employed".(lO) The purpose of the question is to arrive 

(9) In the case of companies having common and preferred stock outstanding, ac- 
cumulated deficits are applied first against the common; any deficit re-
maining thereafter being applied against the preferred0 

(lO)In the schedule requesting data as of December 31, 1932,the question was 
worded as follows: 

"CAPITAL EMPLOYED: -- The answers should show the total amount or capital 
employed on the last day of the year. 

(a) Present value of land, buildings, fixtures, machinery, 
tools and other equipment (estimate value if rented) 

Value.,,..,.....,. 	$000.000), 

(b) Inventory value of materials on hand, stocks in pro-. 
cess, fuel and miscellaneous supplies on hand. 

Value, . 	. . . 	 • • 	0 • , • • 

(c) Inventory value of' finished products on hand. 
Value............, 
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at the amount of capital einpL.yed in wtavc 1 kii10 of busines:3. For example, 
from the point of view of an injuiry into the boot and shoe industry in Canada, 
it is immaterial whether capi tat eiiip1yei in thia inthistry is ov.ned by the 
firms engaged in the business or is ono by other persons and rented to th 
manufacturers. In either case it is capital employed in the manufacture of 
boots and shoes. This feature of "capital employed" is an objection to its use 
for i.nvestnent purposes. Pa:rt.icutars are on hand regarding ownership of securi-
ties issued by boot and shoe manufacturing corn7anies, but nothing Is known re-
garding the ownership of manufacturing machinery or other assets which may be 
rented to the manufacturers. Again, the Census of Industry is restricted to 
f.rms in operation in the year for which data are reported The puroose of the 
inquiry Ls to obtain current data on number of employees, wages, value of pro-
duction and other related data in addition to capital employed. Although capi-
let employed may not drop to nil when a plant is temporarily out of operation, 
the otner factors of oroduction whi'h have been mentioned oust of necessity drop 
to nothing or to nominal figures. Obviously an incorrect picture of 1932 opera-
tions in the boot and shoe industry woud be shown if employees, wages, and other 
oita were restricted to 1912 epert.ins and capital empoyd included idLe plants 
in adnit.ion to those in oper.it.ion in the year L90.. Whereas, from the point of 
Lew ot an investigation into Britth and foreign lnve3tmont.s in Canada, capital 

inve3ted in a piano which Is idle should be included if temporary suspension of 
orations has not 3rtoUSLv impal. . investment vaLues 

When data obtained in answer to the Industrial Census were used in 
d: rct investment aicuLati'ns, st.te.d value of funded debt and preferred stock 
(if any) was deducted from Lotal "capital employed" and the balance was accepted 
as the interest of the common sharehoLder. Except for errors arising from 
rented proporty and from plants not in operation, this method gave fairly satis-
factory results.. A Census of Merchandising Establishments referring to business 
of 1931 gave information from which 1932 data couLd be estimated. Other kinds 
of business were taken care of by supplementary questionnaires. 

it has not yet been postbLe to make a direct conloarison between the 
data obtained by the "cocital employed" method and similar data obtained 

by the method now in use. A rough comarison has been made between the 1932 
data and the data in the tabLes in this report, which relate to the end of 1936. 
When adjus&ments regarding classit'ication are made, the figures show CIOSO agree-
ment considering the changes which have occurred in the four year interval be-
tween 1932 and 1956. 

Ba Lance Sheets 

Corporation law requires all corn anies incorporated in Canada to draw 
up a balance sheet once a year. in this statement the company's assets are 
balanced against its share capital, funded debt and other liabilities, and the 
difference Is shown as an accumulated surplus or deficit.. An estimate of the 

(d) Operating capital (cash, bills and accounts 
receivable, prepaid expenses, etc..) 

Value ....... 	$ 

TotaL capital employed in this establishment. 
..... ....... 	 ................

II 
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amount of capital invested in a company can be obtained from either side of the 
balance sheet. The question entitled "capital employed" in the annual question-
naire of the Census of Industry, which was referred to above, requests informa-
tion on reLevant. assets. The pre3ent investigation uses relevant liabiLities. 
The two methods when applied to one company aeldom give identical results, but 
it was found when applied to a number of companies in a common field or business 
the results were reasonably close. 

Financial publications publish balance sheets of all the larger Canadian 
C:flnpaflies in which there is public interest. Direct investments, however, are a 
class of company in which thcre is less than average interest ?rm a financial 
point of view. Considerably more than half of the Canadian companies that are 
controlled directly in the United States are owned in the United States to the ex-
tent of 99% or more. Financial publications cater to the investing public and 
seldom publish balance sheets of' companies In which there is little market in-
terest. As a means of obtaining security valuation data from such companies, the 
Bureau of Statistics sends an annual schedule requesting the company to abstract 
the necessary information from its balance sheet. 

Annual financial statements are drawn up as of the end of the corporate 
fiscal year, whereas the information required for the tables in this report re-
lates to the end of the calendar year. In cases where the fiscal year is not the 
same as the caLendar year, data are taken from the end of the fiscal year which 
most nearly corresponds with the calendar year. In other words, if the fiscal 
year ends in the first half of the calendar year, the data are referred back to 
the end of the previous calendar year; if the fiscal year ends in the second half' 
of the caLendar year, they are referred ahead to the end of the current calendar 
year. In conformity with this practice, adjustments have to be made in the date 
of issue of bonds floated in the period between the end of the calendar year and 
the end of the relevant fiscaL year, e.g. if a company whose fiscal year ends on 
March 31 puts out a bond issue in February, 1937, the bond issue is included 
among those issues outstanding on Deceraber 3L, 1936, even though it was not in 
existence at that time. The reason for this is that the inclusion of the bonds 
in the balance sheet of March 31, 1937, affects the equity of the sh:-ireholders; 
and bonds and stock must be taken on the same basis if the calculations are to 
give a true picture of the investment in the corporation. 

Where direct investments have not proved to be profitable to the sub-
sidiary, parent companies have, in some cases, carried Canadian subsidiaries for 
a number of years by loans or other advances which are not reflected in the value 
at which securities of' the subsidiaries are carried on the subsidiaries' books. 
If a company, financed entirely by common stock, reports an accumulated deficit 
greater than the stated value of its stock over a period of years, there is a pre--
sumption that it is receiving financial assistance from a parent comoany. In 
the present investigation, about 15:) companies made reports of this kind. On the 
assumption that the information was incomplete, estimates based on "capital em-
ployedt' were used in place of data reported by the companies. 

Ldttle is known regarding the extent of uncapitalized advances from 
parent companies. On the basis of independent investIgations, it is estimated 
that the amount uf accumulated advances to Canadian subsidiaries at the end of 
1936 is less than $100 mill.ton The questionnaire to be sent out in 1938 reques-
ting particulars as of the end of 1937 will be extended to cover this question. 
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Qerations out of Canada by British and Fore igp Direct 
tnvestinents in Canada 

(See Part Li below for a generaL treatment of the whol.e subject 
of Canwitan direct investments abroad) 

An anomalous situation arises in a few cases where a British or 
foreign direct investment in Canada finds it advantageous to carry on opera-
tions out of Canada, or where foreign subsidiaries are held for the parent corn--
pany through the intermediary of the direct investment in Canada. The external 
operations may he in the ceimtry from which the external investment originated 
or in another country or countries. Lack of requisite raw material in Canada 
has caused severaL Canadian companies contrDiLled by United States capital to 
make substantiil. investments in countries other than Canada and the United 
States, In most cases the external ooerations are conducted by companies sub-
sidiary to the Canadian e)mpany, incorporated either in Canada or in the coun-
try in which operations are carried on. Imperial Oil Limited owns all the pre-
ferred (voting) stock and 60% of the common of International Pet.rieum Company 
L.imited(l1), a company with Dominion charter which carries on all its opera-
tions in South America. Aluminium Limited, either directly or indirectly, 
mines bauxite in British Guiana; operates a smelter and fabricating plant in 
Italy; has a substantial interest in two smelting plants in Norway; and owns 
c)m?anies in seven other European countries and the Far East. The Interna-
tional NickeL Company of Canada Limited has an interest of over 99 in The 
Mond Nickel Company Limited (12) which operates a nickel refinery at Clydach, 
Wales, with annual capacity of 21,000 tons of refined metaL V4hoLLy owned sub-
sidiaries of Ford Motor Company of Canada Limited operate assembly plants at 
Port Elizabeth, South Africa; Geelong, Australia; Bombay, India; Singaore, 
Straits Settlements; and Welllnton, New ZeaLand 

Operations out of Canada are carried on by eight companies which 
come within the definition of British or foreign dIrect Investments in Canada 
These companies have total investments abroad of $125 million, of which over 
99% is due to operations of the four companies mentioned above. 

Before investment data for such companies were included in Tables 
1-17 on British and foreign direct investments in Canada, deductions had to be 
made on account of investments abroad As mentioned above, the amount of capi- 
tal in a Canadian company controlled abroad is obtained from the values at which 
the companys securities are carried on its own books 	In the same manner, as 
will be seen in Part II below, the amount of a Canadian direct investment abroad 
is usualLy obtained from the value at which the investment is carried on the 
books of the company outside of Canada. But investments out of Canada are not 
always carried at the same valuation on the books of the Canadian company as 
on the books of the companr abroad. Hence data in Tables 26 and 27 relating to 
Canadian direct investments abroad have not been used to adjust total invest-
ment data of companies ooerating in Canada and out of Canada in order to arrive 

(11) Standard Corporation Records, September 22, 1937, p. 1815, 

(12) The Financial Post Survey of Corporate Securities, 1937, p 259, 
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at net investment in Canada. For this purpose, the values of investments out of 
Canada were obtained from the books of the Canadian company wherever possible, 
and were deducted from totat investments obtained from the same source. In a 
few instances where the value of investments out of Canada was not shown in the 
books of' the Canadian company, estimates from other sources were used. 

B. jtncorporated 	PrJA 
and fore 	c2pane 

Aooroximately 32.2% of the unincorporated Canadian branches of British 
or foreign companies are engaged in manufacturing, ninirig, or one of the group 
of businesses classed as "utility". Such companies report "capital employed" to 
the Census of Industry of the Bureau of Statistics every year. This valuation 
has been accepted for these comoanies in preference to an estimate based ir ,  the 
companies' total. capitai.ization. Vith the exception of insurance comnanies, 
firms in all other fields of ooeration are sent a questionnaire worded in a sinil-
lar manner to the "capital employed" question of the Census of Industry. 

The investment of British and foreign insurance companies Licensed to 
operate branches in Canada is valued according to the excess of assets over lia-
bilities in Canada, as shown in the Report of the Superintendent of tnsuranc. 
These assets are limited to the assets of the Canadian branches doing business in 
Canada. If the home offices of the companies abroad hold other Canadian securi-
ties, these are more definitely comparabLe to tlportfc)IiohI  investments in Canada. 
It should be recognized that even the assets of the branches in Canada have a cer - 
tam "portfolio" character as, for the most part, they take the form of bonds of 
Canadian governments and municiaiities. However, the fact that these investments 
are closey related to the business of the Canadian branches of the companies 
gives them a place in this study of direct investments. 

Iiapter 3. Dividends and Bond Interest 

1. Dividends 

Relatjorishto between dividend data and investment data. 

Tahies 8-5 tn1usive give 7 artcuthrs af dividend and interest pay-
ments by those of the comoanies included in Tables 1-17 which are incorporated in 
Canada. These payments of interest and dtvidendsshouid not be taken as a measure 
of the entire yieLd upon the direct investments in Canada. Apart from the psi-
bii.lty of ;roflts being reinvested in Canada, there are other international remit-
tances of both a current and capital nature with effects upon the Canadian b9 lance 
of payments comr)arable to those arising from the remittance of interest and dlvi --
dends, The effects of direct investments upon the balance of payments are dis-
cussed at greater length in Part III of this ReporL Furthermore, uninc'.roorated 
Canadian branches of cornoantes incorDorated out of Canada may contribute earnings 
to the head office account from which dividends may subsequently be oaid, but such 
payments cannot be accepted as dividends on Canadian ouerations. To attenwt to 
break down the income and surplus accounts of such companies and estimate the pro-
portion of total dividend payments arising from Canadian operations would orobably 
require more information than the companies themselves have on handS For the sake 
of uniformity, this principle has been applied to companies incorporated abroad 
which carry on all or almost all of their operations in Canada. For example, 
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Hudson's Bay Company is controlled iy snareholders in Great Britain, and Court-
aulds (Canada), Limited, is controlled by Courtaulds Limited of London, England. 
Operations of CourtauLds (Canada), Lirn ,ed are entireLy in Candn and Hudson's 
Bay Company's activities are aLmost all in Canada, hence it might he inferred 
that dividends of both coin'anies should he incLuded in a report on direct invest-
ments in Canada. However, the situation exemoitfied by Hudson's Bay Company is 
exceptionaL. In most cases hhere Canadian operations are carried on without the 
intervention of a subsidiary Canadian company, the investment in Canada is sup-
olernentai to a larger investment out of Canada 

Dividends and bond interest have been distributed according to the same 
cind.c- business c'assif'ications and the same geograohical areas as were used In 
Tables L-17. United States investments, British investments, and investments of 
aLL other countries have been shown separately and together. The difference be-
tween dividend payments on common stock and on preferred stock was not considered 
signiricant enough to warrant sep:.:ite tables for each cLass of stock. The re-
sult of' this treatment of the suh:ct is, for example, that Table 18 shows divi-
dends øaid by the same comparLies tir which investment data are shown in Tables 1. 
and 2 and Table 19 corresponds to tables 12 and 13. 

Another feature interferes with perfect relationship between dividend 
data and investrneut data. For the same reasons that dividends from Canadian op-
eraLiins of Britisb or f'ore:i.gn co.. asies could not be incLuded, it has not been 
oossibie to make deductions from dIvidends paid by Canian companies on account 
of operations abroad. Imperial Oil Limited disbursed a total of $119 miLlion in 
dividends during the five year pe.rod ending on December 31, 193013) It is well 
known that part of this amou 	is oe to dividends obtained from South American 
investments, but it is questionabie whether the total couLd ever be fairly divi-
ded between Canadian operations anj South American operations. As mentioned in 
Chapter 3, total Lnvetnents abroad of all companies classed as British and 
frreign direct investments in Canada, amount to no more than 125 million, which 
is only five per cent of the total investment of such comoanies in Canada and 
not of Canada. From the point of view of investment vaLues, the auestion is of 
'ma1L importance, but it haooens that two of the eight companies involved are 
among the largest dividend payers in Canada. This renders the question more 
significant from the point of view of dividend payments. 

QttQ 	s 	bi,qt of' Divid end Payments. 

Geographical distribution of dividends is carried out according to the 
same principles which govern distribution of investment values. The result is 
that the Tables show dividend payments to shareholders registered in Canada, the 
United States, Great Britain, Other Countries. For a discussion of possible dif-
ferences between registered shareholders and beneficial shareholders see above 
in Charter 1 under the heading "Nominee Ownership". 

It was posaible to make a valuable check on the accuracy of geographi-
cal distribution of dividends obtaned by the above method, by comparison with 
data obtained from an independent source. An annuaL questionnaire requesting 
particulars of current movements of funds between parent companies out of Canada 
and subsidiary comoanies in Canada is sent to all the comoanies in this report 
which have parent cmpanies abroad. One of the auestions in this questionnaire 
requests the total amount of dividends paid out of Canada in the current caLendar 
year. Totals obtained from this questionnaire for each of the years 1933, 1934, 

Standard Corporation Records, September 22, L97, p. 1818. 
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and 1935 were found to be within 1% of corresponding payments out of Canada ob--
tamed by the method first discussed. This check is of some value as an indica-
tion of the accuracy of geographical dtstributlon of investment values appearing 
in Tables 1-17. 

2. Bond Interest 

Interest on bonds and other forms of funded debt, unlike dividends, is 
• fixed charge, payabLe not only on certain definite dates each year but also, as 
• ruLe, at specified places and in a specified currency or currencies. For this 
reason the ratio between total interest paid in any year and total funded debt is 
less liable to severe fluctuations than the ratio between total dividends and total 
shareholders' equity. In the 1936 tabLes the question of the currency in which 
thterest is payabLe has been disregarded. In many cases payments were made in Bri-
tish or American funds or carried the option of such payment, but the additionaL 
amounts which might have to be paid on account of unfavourable exchange rates would 
represent only a negLigible fract,ion of the totaL, and their determination would 
involve complications in the work of tabulation which would be entirely dispropor-
tionate to the small adjustments to be made. 

Chapter 4. Analysis of Tables 

-
Note  

The Tables accompanying this report include a considerable variety of 
data, and in order to avoid ambiguity or undue repetition of explanatory phrases 
it is desirabLe to attach a definite and restricted meaning to certain terms 
used. The following terms will be used frequently in this chapter, with strict 
adherence to the definitions given below: 

Dixceer: the value of the investments owned by security-hol-
ders, located in one of the three externaL geographical areas (the United States, 
Great Britain, and all other countries), in Canadian enterprises whose controlling 
interests are Located in the same area. 

Investment: when the word "investment" is used without the adjective 
"direct", it includes "direct investment" as defined above, and also the eauity of 
minority interests, if any, located in Canada or other geographical areas other 
than the area of control. In short, it represents the total value of the enter-
prises controlled. 

(This distinction between "direct investment" and mere "investment" is 
important. Reference to Table 5, for example, shows that a total American "direct 
investment" of approximately 1,736 million establishes American control of Cana-
dian enterprises representing a total "investment" of approximately $2,180 miLlion.) 

Branches: includes not only unincorporated extensions in Canada of the 
operations of British and foreign companies, but also companies which operate 
mainly or wholly in Canada aLthough they were incorporated in another country and 
maintain their head office there. All Canadian operations of any one such company 
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are treated as a single unit. 

Companies or Enterprises: generally used as convenient terrns to incLude 
both companies incorporated in Canada and "branches" as def'ined above. In the 
section on "Dividends and Interest Payments" the word " comPany"  is used solely 
with reference to companies incorporated in Canada, but this point is made clear 
in the text and there is no danger of confusion. 

Bonds: this word is occasionally used for convenience to cover all. 
varieties of Long-term funded debt, whether described as bonds, debentures, deben-
ture stock or otherwise. Similarly the word "bondholders" is used as a convenient 
term for all holders of such securities. 

Interest: restricted in this chapter to mean interest on funded debt 
onLy, and excLudes such items as interest on bank loans, overdue accounts, etc. 

I. AiAERICAN DIRECT INViSTh1ENT. 

One of the most striking facts revealed by analysis of figures relating 
to British and foreign direct investments in Canada is the preponderance of 
American interest over that of other countries. This preponderance appears not 
only in the grand total, but also in each of the six types of business into which 
direct investments in Canada have been classified. Only in the financial group 
does investment from another source come even close to equaLity with the American 
investment: in this group 43,2 per cent of the total investment is of British 
origin, against an American interest of 44,7 per cent. American capital controls 
62.2 per cent of the total numbe' of companies in the financial group, represen 
ting 46,1 per cent of the total investment in the group, whereas corresponding 
figures for British control are--32.6 per cent of the number of companies, with 
45.0 per cent of the total investment In each of the other five groups American 
capital controls approximately from 7'J to 90 per cent of the number of companies 
invoLved, representing from 72.3 per cent up to 98.2 per cent of the canitaL in-
vested in each group. 

American capital controls more than four times as many Canadian com-• 
panics as does British capital, and about twenty-eight times as many Canadian corn-
panies as are controlled in all countries other than Canada, the United States 
and Great Britain. If one considers these externally-controlled cornoanies in the 
light of totat investment therein instead of actual numbers of companies, one 
finds that 80.3 per cent of the investment is in American-controlled companies, 
18,2 per cent in companies controlled in Great Britain, and 1.5 per cent in com-
panies controlled in other countries outside of Canada. Of course, in many of 
these companies a minority interest is held by Canadians, about one-sixth (16.8 
per cent) of the total capitaL invested in all externally-controlled companies 
being of Canadian origin (see Figure 1.). 	 - 

It is interesting to consider the above facts regarding external direct 
investments in Canada in conjunction with data regarding foreign investnts pub-
lished by the United States Department of Commerce. In their publication "Ameri-
can Direct Investments in Foreign Countries -- 1936" it is stated that "American 
direct investments in Canada were three times as Large as those in any other 
single country." The reasons advance.d for the preference thus given to Canada 
by Americans (applying speciaLly to manufacturing enterprises) are stated as 
follows: 



'.5 % 

Ur1ted States 

Great Britath 

Canada 

Other Countriea 

Fig. 1 -- Geographical Di3tribution of Ownership of Total Investment 
in Externally-controlled Canadian Companies. End of 1936. 

(Facing Page 18) 
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"Canada itself supplied a good-sizeimarket for manufactured goods owing to 
the relatively high average purchasing' power of its population. However, the 
attractiveness of the Dominion as the location for branch and subsidiary plants 
of American companies was not dependent solely on the Canadian marketS. There was 
the additional advantage of being in a preferred position to serve the British 
Empire market from a location near enough to permit close oarent company super-
vision." (14) 

American influence has permeated the different kinds of business in Canada 
to varying extents, as the following table shows. The distribution by type of 
business of American-controlled enterprises is here given (a) according to number 
of units, (b) according to total value of the direct investment, and (c) according 
to the total investment in the enterprises in question. The three sections of the 
table are not identical, chiefly as a result of differences in average size of 
units, but partly also as a result of the participation by Canadian and other non-
American interests to a greater or less extent in the securities of many American-
controlled Canadian companies 

Table A--Distribution by kinds of business of American-contro1led enterprises in 
Canada. 

(a) according to number of units controlled: 

K ind of Business 	Perceg,g 

Manufacturing 51.8 
Merchandising 18.8 
Financial 12.5 
Miscellaneous 5.9 
Utility 5.6 
Mining 

10000 

(b) according to total value of American direct investment. 

Percentg 

Manufacturing 48.2 
Utility 21,3 
Mining 12.8 
Financial 9.2 
Merchandising 5,9 
Miscellaneous _2 

100.0 

(c) according to total invescmen (including non-Amerian minority interests). 

Kind ,2L  3jrLQS. 

Manufacturing 43.6 
Utility 25.6 
Mining 15.2 
Financial 7.5 
Merchandising 5.1 
Miscellaneous 3.0 

10000 

(14) U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, "Amen-
can Direct Investments in Foreign Countries---1936", page 19; Washington, 1938, 
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More than half of the number of American--controlled units in Canadian 
industry are seen from this tle - 	: ;icufactririg pinnts, which represent 
nearly half of the total American direct investment and a somewhat smaller pro--
portion (43.6 per cent) of the total valuation of all American--controlled enter-
prises, Utility companies take second place on the basis of either direct in-
vestment or total valuation, but they represent only 56 per cent of the number 
of units- the reason being that companies of this type are generally of large 
size compared with those in most other kinds of business. 

The mining industry (which includes smelting and refining) takes a 
fairly high place in the table by value of investment, although it contains the 
smallest number of units '- indicating the relatively large size of many of the 
units and the general. activity of the industry0 Merchandising cornanies com- 
prise almost one--fifth of the total number, but scarcely more than 

t 	
one-twentieth 

of the direct or total investment; many of hese are wholly--owned by American 
manu1aiuring companies and exist solely for the distribution of the parent corn-
pany?s products in Canada, while o'thcrs, including several well--known chain 
s I.ores are extensions of merhand:sing companies which serve a wide market in 
the WJ td States arid are run on aiiiost identical lines in both countries, Mis-
celidneous companies form only a sricl i part, on the basis of either- number or 
value, of the total; they include such diversified businesses as construction 
work, corres?ondext*e schools, etc.. 

Companies in the Nnancicl group may be subdii,ided into insurance 
companies, investment trusts and others0 Insurance companies are the most 
numerous, over four- fifths (80.8 pej ,  cent) of the number of bomoarlies in the 
group falling into this category, they represent 77,2 pe cent of the direct in -
vestrnert and 74.7 p*r cent of the Total investment in tie soup Almost all of 
these are branches of Amen can companies which have not been incoroorated in Canada 
but are licensed to operate in this c-ountry0 Investment trusts are few but of 
some irnportance a they represent 4.6 per cent of the number, .9 per cent of the 
direct investment and 6.4 per cent of the total investment0 Other financial corn-
parses (in the fields c-f real estate, automobile loans, etc.) account for the 
remainIng 14,4 per cent- of the number,  and 18.9 per cent of both the direct invest-
ment arid the total investment in the group . . 

A question naturally arises: in how many of these companies is control 
enti:e, and in how many çrtiaJ? This matter was recently studied in considerable 
detail by the Dominion Bureau of Statistics, with illuminating results. In the 
first place, of course, one deducts from the total number the 436 branches of 
American companies which are not incorporated in Canada. The remainder,-consis--
ting of companies with Canadian charters, are classified under four headings as 
follows: 

(a) Companies whose stocks and bonds are owned in the United States to the 
extent of less than 99 per cent (34.7 per cent of the total number)0 

(h) Companies whose stocks and bonds are owned in the United States to the 
extent c.f 99 per cent or over (52.8 per cent)0 

(o) Partly -owned subsidiaries rsf  companies in (b), less than 99 per cent of 
whose st,ocks and bonds are owned in' the United States (0.7 per cent)0 (A partly-
owned a-absidiary of a company in (b) with a non--American minority interest of 
less than one per cent is included in (b))0 

(d) Wholly--owned subsidiaries of companies in (a) and (b) (11,8 per cent). 

Companies under heading (a) are, on the average, much larger than those 
in any of the other three classes, and are more often oartiy financed by bond is-
sues, which is one factor tending towards non--American participation in their 
ownership It is worthy of remark that class (b) includes more than half of the 
total number of companies in all four classes; if to these one adds the 436 unin.- 
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corporated Canadian branches of American companies, one finds that ov:nership is 
virtually entire in over sixty per cent of the total number of American-controlled 
enterprise8 in Canada0 To these could be added a certain number of wholly-owned 
subsidiaries in class (d), but even without these the trend towards complete cort-
trol is unmistakable0 

Minority non.American interest, where such exists in any of these com-
panies, is (as might be expected) chiefly Canadian0 In the whole field covered, 
such minority interest amounts to $472,849,400 or 217 per cent of the total value 
of the investment; it is distributed as follows: 185 per cent held in Canada, 
29 per cent in Great Britain, and only 03 per cent in other foreign countries0 
More than half of the minority participation by BritIh and other foreign interesta 
is in the mining group; Canadian rnrticipatlon is more diversified, being strongest 
in the utility group (largely on account of the ownership of over t80 9 000,000 of 
bonds in this group by Canadian investors)0 

110 BRITISH DIRECT INVESTMENT0 

British direct investment In Canada is of older establishment than Ameri-
can, but has been generally outdistanced by the latter during the twentieth cen--
tui7.. It has been remarked above that American direct investment in Canada is most 
notable in the manufacturing, utility and mining fields, where post war activity 
was specially marked The following table shows the distribution by kinds of busi-
ness of British-controlled enterprises, according to number of units controlled 
and to direct and total investment, 

Table B Distribution by ktnds of business of BritIsh.-controlled enterprises in 
Canada0 

(a) according to number of units controlled: 

Kind of Business 	fecgtrtize. 

Financial 38 
Manufacturing 28 8 
Merchandising 286 
Mining 404 
Miscellaneous 
Utility 

l00 0 

(b) according to total value of British direct investhent: 

Percentage 

Manufacturing 36,,5 
Financial 355 
Utility 
Merchandising 818 
Mining 56 
Miscellaneous _P.? 

1000 
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(c) according to total investment (including non-British minority interests): 

icicL of 	Percentage 

Manufacturing 41.0 
Financial 325 

Utility 120 
Merchandising 82 
Mining 6.1 
Miscellaneous 02 

100.0 

The most notable feature of this table is that financial enterprises ac-
count for approximately one-third of the total both in number and valuation. 
Manufacturing companies and merchandising companies are about equal in number, but 
the former bulk four times as large in direct investment and five times as large 
in total investment as the latter0 As in the case of American-controlled concerns, 
many of the merchandising units are simply distributors of parent manufacturing 
companies' products, but none of them are chain sthre extensions of the type so 
prominent in the corresponding American-controlled group0 Mining and utility com-
panies are few, but not unimportant from the point of view of value of investment0 
These five kinds of companies include all but one-fifth of one per cent of both 
the direct and the total investment in all British--controlled enterprises in 
Canada, the almost negligible residue being apportioned among the nine companies 
classified as miscellaneous0 

Looking at the financial group more closely, we find that insurance 
companies form the largest part of the group with 75,5 per cent of the number of 
units and 607 per cent of the direct, 584 per cent of the total valuation0 
There are only 51x investment trusts (45 per cent of the total number), but they 
constitute 68 per cent of the direct investment and no less than 1000 per cent 
of the total valuation of the group0 The remaining twenty per cent of the com-
panies are nearly all engaged in loan and mortgage or real estate business, and 
account for almost one-third of both the direct and the total investment (3,5 
per cent and 31.6 per cent respectively)0 

III. "OTHER FOREIGN" DIRECT TNVESTMENTO 

Of all units of Canadian industry controlled outside the country, 
only 29 per cent of the number (representing 15 per cent of the total valua-
tion) are controlled elsewhere than in the United States or Great Britain0 The 
controlling interests of these are widely distributed: there are Canadian enter-
prises which are branches or subsidiaries of parent companies located in Europe 
(chiefly in France and Switzerland, but also in Germany, Holland, Norway and 
Sweden), in Asia, in Africa and in Australasia; but no branches or subsidiaries 
of Latin-American corporations are reported in Canada0 

The industrial distribution of companies controlled in "other foreign" 
countries differs considerably from that of either American or Bri-tish--controlled 
companies, as may be seen from the following table0 
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Table C. Distribution by kinds of business of "other foregi..-contro1led" rter-
prises in Canada. 

(a) according to number of units controlled: 

Kijid of Businegg 	Percentage 

Merchandising 37.5 
Financial 29.2 
Manufacturing 19.4 
Utility 5.5 
Miscellaneous 4.2 
Mining 4,2 

100.0 

(b) according to total value of "other foreign" direct investment: 

Kind of Business 	Percentage 

Financial 78.5 
Utility 7,8 
Manufacturing 6.1. 
Merchandising 6.0 
Mining 1.4 
Miscellaneous 0.2 

10000 

(c) according to total investment (including Canadian, American and 
British minority interests): 

!cngS_Business 	Percenthg 

Financial 76.8 
Utility 11• 
Manufacturing 5.0 
Merchandising 5.0 
Mining 1.8 
Miscellaneous 0.1 

100.0 

The total number of units under "other foreign" control is only 
seventy-two, and most of these are small, so that the presence of one or two large 
companies in the financial group is sufficient to give the latter more than three-
quarters of both the direct and the total investment. There are no investment 
trusts in Canada under "other foreign" control; insurance companies account for 
15.6 per cent of the direct investment in the financial group and "other financial 
companies t' for the remaining 84.4 per cent. Corres:onding figures for the total 
investment in the group are: insurance companies 1109 per cent, others 88,1 per 
cent. The small group of four companies classified as "other financial" (prin-
cipally engaged in loan and mortgage business) account for almost exactly two-• 
thirds of all the "other foreign" direct investment in Canada. 

Outside the financial group, "other foreign" direct investment in Canada 
is distributed fairly evenly among the utility, manufacturing and merchandising 
grouos, with very small interest in mining and miscellaneous companies. The total 
amount of "other foreign" direct investment in these five groups barely exceeds 
$6,500,000, and the total investment in them is less than $10,000,000. 
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IV GEOGR NIXCAk DISTRIBUTION OF CAPITAL INYSTED. 

In the preceding sections of Uns chapter the subject of aetual caøltal 
Invested in Canada by other,  co.mtries has been kept in the bckgrourd, and atten. 
tion principally directed to classification by external control0 While the two 
subec.s follow parallel lines to a certain extent, they present different pic 
tures on account of the existence of mtno?tty interests (both Canadian and foreign) 
in many ezternai]y controlled comnanies. 1A the Aineiicacontrolled division these 
minority interests amount to 21,7 per cent of the total investment (18.5 per cent 
Canadian, 29 per cent BritIsh and 0.3 per cent "other foreign); In the British-
controfled thvision to 13C per cent (86 per cent Canadian, 38 per sent American 
and O6 per cent 'other foreign); and in the division controlled elsewhere abroad 
to 2E per cent practically entirely Canad1an Taking all three thvsions to. 
geth 	we find that the total value of the investment therein Is owned as fol1ow 
in Canada, 168 per cent; in the Un ted States, 656 per cent; In Great ritain 
lB-i per cent; and elsewhere abroad 15 per cent., 

The proportions in which the total investment frcn each external area in 
all etternally controfled companies Is d2stributed among different kinds of bust 
ness - shown in Table 0, Table E presents the same basIc data in antherform, 
*4OWi 	the geographical distribution of the investment in each kind of business0 

Table I)  Industrial distribution o extel investment froni different sources 
(eluding minority inter'sts) in externally- controlled Canadian coinpantea. 

Ki nd of Business 	Percentage of 

LtteJ 	of 	Manufacturtrw, 	48.5 

	

Airierita 	Utility 	211 
Mining 	1218 
Finaneiaj 	92 
erchandting 	58 
4isceilaneous 

100.0 

Great Britain 	 Manufacturing 
Financial 	31 , 
Utility 
Mining 	1l6 
Merchandsing 	77 
Miscellaneous 

10000 

Other Foeign 	 Financial 	617 

	

Countytea 	Mini ng, 	 129 
Manufacturing 	ii 2 
Utility 	8.7 
Merchandising 	46 
Miscellaneous 	019 

.0.0 

(The industxial distribution of the totl investment (including Canadian 
as well as external participation) in all externally-controlled Cadian companies 
is shown thagramnat1'.a)ly in Figure 2..) 



&hh,,Manufacturing 
Utility 

Mining 

Financial 

Merchandising 

Miscellaneous 

5.? 

In 

Fig. 2 -- Distribution of Total Investment in Externally-controlled enañian 
Companies by Principal Types of Business, End of 1936. 

(Facing Page 24) 
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Table E. Geographical distribution of total investment in externally-controlled 
Canadian companies, by kinds of business0 

Percentage of Total Investment_owned in 
Kind of Business Canada United Great Elsewhere 

Britain ____ 

Manufacturing 121 725 15,0 04 
Mining 221 607 157 15 
Utility 300 586 108 06 
Merchandising 84 656 248 1,2 
Financial 51 447 43,2 7,0 
Miscellaneous 29.3 66,5 36 06 

All kinds of 168 	63.6 	1811 	15 
Business 

Curiously enough Table D shows that each geographical area applies ap-
proAimately the same percentage of its total investment to mining companies (128 
per cent of the American investment, 116 per cent of the British, 129 per cent 
of the "other foreign"), but in all other types of business investment from the 
three sources is distributed in widely differing proportions, The small group of 
unrelated companies classified as "rniscellaneou&' has attracted a considerably 
larger proportion of American capital than of capital from other countries; at the 
other extreme, financial companies represent less than ten per cent of the American 
investment, but over thirty per cent of the British and over sixty per cent of the 
"other foreign" investment0 The different relative importance of manufacturing com-
panies in the three sections of Table D is in harmony with the remarks made in the 
paragraph immediately following Table A earlier in this chapter, referring particu-
larly to external control; it will also be observed from Table E that the manufac-
turing group has a higher percentage of American investment and a lower percentage 
of "other foreign" investment than any other. 

Utilities bulk largely in the American investment (principally telephone 
and hydro-electrie power companies), but rank third, after manufacturing and finan-
cial companies, in the distribution of the total British investment0 BrItish control 
of Canadian utilities is confined to railway and steanihip companies, but Tables D 
and E also take cognisance of aLmost $10,000,000 of British minority interest in 
Aznerican-aontrolled utilities or more diversified types0 Similarly, direct invest 
ment in Canadian utilities by "other foreign" countries is largely represented by 
the Canadian assets of steamship companies operating between Canada and lands beyond 
the Atlantic and Pacific oceans but almost one4htrd of the "other foreign" utility 
invesithent shown in the tables consists of minority holdings in Amertcan-contro1led 
utilities of other kinds, 

The following data regarding geographical distribution of ownership in the 
various types of financial companies may be given here, as a supplement to Table E. 

Percenta,ge of nye owd ..trl 
Kind of Business Canada 	United Great Elsewhere 

States Brjt,jn  Abroad 

Insurance 1,2 	55,0 42,1 1,7 
Investment Trusts 1910 	320 44-8 4,2 
Other Financial 9,4 	270 45,2 18,4 
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From these figures one or two significant facts emerge. The Canadian 
interest in externally-controlled insurance comoanies would apoear to be sur-
prisingly low, were it not for the circumstance that the majority of these 
companies operate in Canada through unincoroorated branches and not through 
Canadian subsidiary companies. (See below under "Tyne, of Organization".) 
Canadians have manifested considerable interest in externally-controlled invest-
ment trusts, as is evidenced by the fact that they own nearly one-fifth of 
the total investment in the eighteen companies of this type. Although none of 
these eighteen companies is controlled by foreign investors outside of the 
United States and Great Britain, such foreign investors participate in their 
ownership to the extent of 4.2 per cent 

The high oercentage of ownership by residents "elsewhere abroad" in 
companies classified as "other financial" is due to heavy European (principally 
French) investment in the field of Canadian loans and mortgages. 

V. T1P1S OF ORGANIZATION. 

There are f'3ur ways in which externaily-.controUed Canadian companies 
may be organized in order to maintain connection with the controlling interests 
in another country. 

(1) A foreign company may operate a branch in Canada, without obtaining 
a Canadian charter for the latter. Under this heading one includes also such 
companies as the Hudson!s  Bay Company, which are incorporated abroad but operate 
whoLly or mainly in Canada.. 

(2) A foreign company may form a Canadian subsidiary company, retaining con-
trol by ownership of a majority or the entire issued amount of the subsidiary's 
securities.. 

(3) There are many Canadian companies, a majority or all of whose issued 
securities are held abroad by private individuals or groups, not by a parent 
ci1mpany. This type includes such cases as that in which the same individuals 
or groups own the stock of a foreign company In the same line of business and 
possibly operating under a simiLar name, but where there is no corrate connec-
tion between the Canadian and the foreign company. 

(4) A Canadian company may be a subsidiary of a company of type (2) or 
type (3), and Is then held to be under the same external control as the parent 
company. 

Figure 3 illustrates how the total number of externally-controlled 
Canadian companies is distributed among these four types of organization. A 
large majority (76.8 per cent) are directly controlled by a parent company 
abroad, more than two-thirds of these (52,1 per cent of the total number) 
being subsidiary companies incorporated in Canada, and the remater (24.7 
per cent of the total number) being unincorporated branches licensed to do 
business in this country. Companies of the third type account for 12.4 per 
cent of the total number--in other words, of Canadian enterprises controlled 
abroad, more than six times as many are branches or subsidiaries of parent com-
panies as are controlled by external non-corporate interests.. Only 10.8 per 
cent of the total number of units are Canadian subsidiaries of companies of 
the second or third type-- many of them being wholly owned by the latter and in-
corporated merely for such purposes as holding tible to real estate, etc. 



>, 	(1) Incorporated In Canada--controlled 
by a parent company abroad. 

(2) British and foreign companies having 
unincorporated branches in Canada. 

/ 	(3) Incorporated in Canada--controlled 
by indi-iduals abroad. 

(' 	
(4) Subsidiaries of companies in (1) 

.. 	and (3) above. 

Fig. 3 -- Numerical Distribution of Externally-Controlled Canadian 
Companies according to Type of Organization, End of 1936. 

(Facing Page 26) 
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Throughout the present investigation separate records have been kept 
regarding investment in concerns of the first type (see Tables 4, 9 and 15), 
although no attempt has been made to tabulate investment in the other three types 
separately. From these data we obtain the comparative information set out below 
in Table F. 

Table F. Percentages of total vaLue of investment in externally-controlled Cana-
dian companies applicable to companies inoroorated in Canada and to un-
incorporated Canadian branches of British and foreign companies.(15) 

Percentage_of Total Investment in  
Source of Investment 	Comoariles incorporated 	Unincorporated Branches 

in Canada 	of External Comr)anies 

United States 	88.8 
Great Britain 	71.3 
Other Foreign Countries 	87.2 

All countries outside 	85 o 
of Canada 

The fact that such a comparatively large proportion of British direct 
investment in Canada is in enterprises which have no separate Canadian incorpora-
tion is less surprising when one recoltects that the interest of British capital 
in this country dates far back in Canadian history. The instance of the Hudson's 
Bay Company, incorporated in England over two and a half centuries ago, has al-
ready been quoted, and there are other British companies still in existence which 
were formed for the development of Canada's resources during the Confederation era 
or even earlier. 

Some further light is thrown upon this question by analysis of the in-
vestment in unincorporated Canadian branches of companies abroad according to the 
kind of business, as shown in the following table. 

Table G. Percentages of external thvetinent from different sources in unincor-
porated Canadian branches of external companies, as distributed among 
different kinds of business. 

- 	 - _rcntage of Total Investment derived from 
Kind of Business United Great Other All Countries 

States Britain Countries outside Canada 

Manufacturing 23,3 3.3 18.2 14.9 
Mining 2.1 1.6 118 
Utility 2.5 - 0.7 1,4 
Merchandising 2,7 20,2 2.3 10.0 
Financial 66.3 74.4 78.8 69.9 
Miscellaneous 3.1 0,5 - 2.0 

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

It is noteworthy that in each of the columns of this table financial 
companies account for a major proportion of the total, because of the large num-
ber of insurance companies included in the financial group. Out of a total 

(15) See definition of the term "branches" as here used, page 17 

11,2 
2807 
128 

15.0 
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number of 318 externally corio1hJ inu: 	:onipanies operating in Canada, only- 
30 (94 per cent) have obtained a Canadian charter. Another point of interest is 
that while 20,2 per cent of the B t: sh investment in unincorporad branches in 
Canada is in merchandising concerns and only 17 ,3 per cent in manufacturing plants, 
these proportions are practically reversed for American and other foreing invest--
ment0 The percentages of the total rrppli.6able to other kinds of business (mining, 
utility and miscellaneous) are comparatively smal.1 9  indicating that in these fields 
the greater advantages of operating through subsidiary companies are widely recog--
ni zed 

VI, TYPES OF SCURITIES 

For the purposes of the present tabulations, investment in companies in-
cqrporated in Canada has been c1asiied under three headings-- common stock, pre--
ferred stock, and funded debt (which may be described in individual cases as 
bonds, debentures, debenture stock, or otherwise) 	In some cases the dividing 
line between common and preferred stocks is 1.11-defined,, and the classification of 
a security as one or the othec may incline to be arbitrary. In one or two cases 
there exists a certain vagueness ct description of a liability which makes its 
c1assiication as 1'funded debt 1' a:debatable point, but these cases are insignif t-
cant both in number and amounts involved Tables 1-3, 6 8. and 12 14 embody the 
results of this classification by types of securities. 

A restricted examination only of these tables will be made here, because 
of the fact that all reports published by the Dominion Bureau of Statistics are 
so compiled that no information pertaining to any indidual company is disclosed 
or can be deduced fi-om pubi 16hed data In all prev1ou8 analyses in this chapter 
there has been no instance in which there was danger of disclosing such riforma-- 
tion, but in certain 'lassIfications of externally -controlied companies it has been 
disovered that to davide the Corms of investment into common aock, preferred 
stock and funded debt would result in revealing data regarding one or more corpora-
tions For that reason certain figures have been removed from the table in which 
they should properly have been placed and added to anothei ,  table (e 	funded 
debt or preferred stock has been added to comIon stock) The point is stressed, 
however-, that these adjustments affect only the classification by types of securt-
ties, and do not affect in any way the total figures regarding investment values 
classified by geographical distribution of ownership or by kind of business0 The 
total amount of all the items which have thus been transferred from one classift-
cation to another is approximately 39,000,000, or less than one and one-haif per 
cent of the grand total amount tabulated) 

One point of great significance may be noted in regard to the classifi-
cation of investment, by types of securities0 For several years (after 19311 the 
rates of exchange of British and United States currency were subject to consider-
able fluctuations, which frequently operated heavily to the disadvantage of those 
Canadiau coroorations which have been under obligation to pay interest on bonds, 
etc,, in these currencies. There has, therefore, been a strong inducement to 
such ccrparations to call for redemption bonds with the option of payment in foreign 
currene-y (which were in many cases held abroad), obtaining the funds to do so by 
issuing new bonds on the Canadian market, payable in Canadian currency0 The result 
of this has been a gradual diminution in the amount of Canadian corporation bonds 
held abroad during these years Common and preferred stocks have been little af 
fected by these conditions, except in certain cases where, instead of retiring 
bonds payable in external currencies, corporations exchanged new shares for these0 

Another point to be borne in mind is that in some kinds of business 
such as merchandising and mining--- the proportion of financing done by the i ssue 
of bonds is usually small, while in others.....particularly in the utility group-it 
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frequently occurs that the funded debt of a company is much greater than the stated 
value of its capital stock For this reason the tendency of recent years to re-
place bonds held abroad by new issues sold in Canada affects the investment in 
different kinds of business to different extents: for instance, it has been al-
ready remarked that the Canadian minority interest in externally-controlled utili-
ty companies is higher than that in any other kind of business Moreover, the ef-
fects of a depression period are more seriously felt in some kinds of business 
than in others, so that is is possible for one group to show a general decrease in 
the shareholders' equity while another shows little variation in this respect, with 
the total amount of funded debt in each group remaining practically constant, Dif-
ferences in the geographical distribution of ownership of stocks and of bonds in 
the group adversely affected would then produce an apparent change of distribution 
of ownership of the total investment in the group during the period of depression, 
even though no securities had actually changed hands To take an (imaginary) ex-
treme case as an illustration, let us suppose that in 1930 the capital stock in 
a certain group (all owned in the United States) was equal in value to the funded 
debt (all held in Canada). If by 1936 accumulated deficLts had wiped out half of 
the 1930 value of the capital stock without affecting the bondholder& eQuity, 
the American share of the total investment would be reduced from one-half to one-  
third, (Of course, this change would be reversed during a succession of pros-
perous years). There is no doubt that the figures in our tabulations for 1936 
have been considerably affected by facts of this nature, especially in view of the 
circumstance that many Canadian subsidiaries of foreign companies have been main-
tained in existence by the parent company in spite of accumulated deficits which 
would have long ago caused the extinction of companies without such external support 

VII DIVII)END AND INTEREST PAYMENTS. 

The amount paid in dividends on common and preferred stock and interest 
on funded debt by all externally controlled Canadian companies in 1936 amounted to 
$142,767,100 or a return of approximately 525 per cent on the value of the total 
investment. As the total investment, however, includes unincorporated Canadian 
branches of external companies, whose accounts are consolidated with those of the 
parent company in every case, a truer picture is obtained by comparing the total of 
dividend and interest payments with the total investment in externally--controlled 
companies incorporated in Canada; the figures then show a return of 6.0 per cent 
on that investment To preserve this more accurate perspective, unincorporated 
branches of external companies will be disregarded henceforth throughout thisdis-
cussion of dividend and interest payments, and these payments considered solely in 
relation to the investment in Canadian-incorporated c-ompanies-----such investment 
being conveniently referred to as the "corporate investment", 

In view of the fact that many companies paid no dividend in 1936 and some 
even defaulted on bond interest, the return of 6.0 per cent quoted above may seem 
unduly high, but it must be borne in mind that in many cases arrears of preferred 
dividends and bond interest which had been deferred during the depression years 
were paid off in whole or in part during 1936. The data also include some large 
sums which were paid out of accumulated surpluses in the form of dividends to 
parent companies located in other countries., 

Canadian shareholders and bondholders received 23,3 per cent of the total 
amount of these payments, the remainder being distributed among the United States, 
Great Britain and other countries to the extent of 61 .4 per cent, 137 per cent, 
and 1.6 per cent respectively. The high proportion of payments to Canadian bene-
ficiaries (as compared with only 19,2 per cent Canadian interest in the total cor-
porate investment) is due to various circumstances, such as substantial Canadian 
holdings in a few of the largest corporations which paid dividends or bond interest 
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during the year. British capital, on the whole, received the smallest return 
(5.6 per cent) on its investment in Canada during 1936; American capital was 
only slightly more fortunate with 57 per cent, while other foreign capital 
with a return of 65 per cent, was well favoured in this respect. Canadian 
minority interests, however, fared better than any of these, receiving the high 
average return of 73 per cent on the total value of their investment in Cana-
dian companies controlled outside Canada0 

Figure 4 shows the geographical distribution of the total amount of 
dividend and interest payments by all the companies under consideration. It may 
be compared with Figure 1 only if one bears in mind that Figure 1 has reference 
to all externalLycontroiled Canadian enterprises, including unincorporated bran-
ches. A diagram illustrating the geographical distribution of ownership of 
prporat investment alone would, of course, differ slightly from Figure 1. 

The greatly varying rates of dividends and interest paid by individual 
companies, and the varying proportions of securities of even closely-related 
companies held by investors in different areas, make any detailed comparison be-
tween the tables of investment data and of data regarding dividend and interest 
payments of doubtful significance0 For example, one finds that the return on 
corporate investment varies thus according to locality of control: American-con-
trolled companies, 6.3 per cent; British-controlled companies, 4.2 per cent; 
companies controlled elsewhere abroad, 50 per cent0 To make any deductions of 
value from these figures would be impracticable without examining data relating 
to individual companies0 However, one may give (as a matter of interest only) 
the following table showing the average returns on corporate investment in dif-
ferent kinds of business in 1936, 

Table H. Dividends and interest paid in 1936 by externally-controlled Canadian 
companies in different kinds of business, expressed as percentages of 
total corporate investment in each kind of busLeess. 

Manufacturing 
Mining 
Utility 
Merchandising 
Financi a1 
Miscellaneous 

602 per cent 
l07 
304 
2,9 " 
29 
20 

The chief point of interest of this table lies in the high return of 
10.7 per cent on the total corporate investment shown for mining comanies, an 
outcome of the increased activity in this industry during recent years (particu-
larly in gold mining)0 

More importance may be attached to a comparison of the actual amounts 
paid in dividends and interest by each kind of business. This comoarison is 
strikingly illustrated in Figure 5, which shows that more than half (53.0 per 
cent) of all dividend and interest payments by externally-controlled Canadian 
companies was paid by companies engaged in manufacturing processes. Mining and 
smelting industries accounted for the greeter pert of the remainder (26.8 per 
cent of the total), utilities corning third with 145 per cent0 Merchandising, 
financial and miscellaneous companies follow in that order, their respective 
shares of 24, 24, and 09 per cent forming an unimposing fraction of the total. 



United States 

Canada 

Great Britain 

Other Countries 

,,1 

Fig. 4 -- Geographical Distribution of Total Amount of Interest and 
Diviaend Payments by Externally-controlled Canadian 
Coxapanies, Calendar Year 1936. 
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Of the entire amount of these payments (142,767,100), less than one-
sixth (16.5 per cent) was in the form of interest on funded debt, the remaining 
8.5 per cent being paid as dividends on common and preferred stock; but the 
proportions of these two types of payment varied wLdely in different kinds of 
bustnes. At one extreme we have the utility group, which paid interest in 1936 
to almost exactly double the amount of the dividends which they paid in that year; 
at the other extreme we have merchandising companies, whose dividends exceeded 
fortyfold their disbursements in interest. Comparative data on this subject are 
shown in the following table, 

Table K. Dividends and interest paid by externally-controlled Canadian 
companies in 1936: percentages of total for each kind of business 
paid as dividends and as interest0 

Kind of Business 	Percentage of total payments as above made in form of 
Dividends 	Interest 

Manufacturing 	92.7 	 7.3 
Mining 	95.6 	 4.4 
Utility 	33.3 	66.7 
Merchandising 	97.6 	 2.4 
FLnancial 	95.0 	 5,0 
Miscellaneous 	45.8 	54.2 

All kinds of 

	

83.5 	16.5 Business  

In comparing these figures one with another it must be borne in mind 
that they are affected by various factors, of which two are most important: 
(i) the relative amounts of financing done in different kinds of business by 
bond and stock issues, and (2) the relative prosperity of different kinds of 
business. Obviously the wide disparity shown in the table between figures for 
the utility and mining groups is largely due to the first factor, since a re 
ference to the investment tables reveals that while the total investment in the 
utility group Is fairly evenly divided between stocks and bonds, in the mining 
group the value of stocks is nearly twelve times as great as that of "unded 
debt. On the other hand, in the miscellaneous group funded debt amounts to 
only one-sixth of the value of common and preferred stocks, but interest bulks 
much larger than dividend payments: the reason being that in this heterogeneous 
group many companies found that conditions in 1936 did not warrant declaration 
of dividends although they were fully able to meet their fixed obligations. 

The following table shows how the total interest and dividend payments 
made by each kind of business were distributed geographically, 

Table L. Dividends and interest paid by externally-controlled Canadian corn- 
panies in 1936: geographIcal distribution of payments made by each 
kind of business.  

Percentages of TotalF. 	ents made to 
Kind of Business Canada United States 	Great Britain Elsewhere 
Manufacturing 18.5 67,6 13.7 0.2 
Mining 25.9 59.0 13.1 2.0 
Utility 37,6 49.1 13.0 0,3 
Merchandising 8.6 76.6 9.2 5.6 
Financial 19.1 16.4 30.9 3.6 
Miscellaneous 52.9 41.7 5.3 0,1 

All Kinds of 
23.3 	61.4 	1307 	1.6 Business 
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The proportion of these -ou 	iihich was paid to Canadian beneficia- 
ries was in almost every,  group higher than the Canadian--owned proportion of the 
corporate investment, which is a favourable comentary on the character of the 
securities held by Canad5ars Some companies whose stock was chiefly held nbrc'ad 
were unable to pay dividends, but were abl.e to meet interest charges on their 
bonds, which were principally or entirely held in Canada.. The miscellaneous 
group, for instance (as was remarked above), paid out more in interest than in 
dividends in 1936; and as bond Issues by this group were practically all held in 
Canada, the Canadian share of the total payments was approximately 53 per cent 
(as against Canadian interest of only 326 per cent in the total corporate in•-
vestment in the group).. 

The proportions of the total payments in each group made to the United 
States, Great Britain and other foreign countries varied greatly, and (as might 
be expected in the light of the foregoing remarks) not ajways in harmony with 
the proportionate distribution of ownership in the corporate investment The 
largest share of the payments in each group went to the United States, except 
in the miscellaneous group where, as previously noted. Canadians received more 
than half of the total payments, and in the financial group.where the United 
States took only 164 per cent of the amount, Canada 19.1 per cent, Britain 30L9 
per cent and other foreign countries (chiefly France) no less than 1,51.6 per cents 
These figures may be contracted with the distribution of ownership of the total 
corporate investment In the financial group, which is expressed in the following 
percentages Canada 151 per cent 1  the United States 26..4 per cent, Great 
Britain 410 per cent, and other countries 175 per cent 

Merchandising companIes show he highest propoition of payments to 
Amerhan recipients, with manifacturing companies second-a state of affairs which 
is in harmony with the relative preponderance of American ownership in the cor-
pte investment. (not the total investment) in these groups 	(The actual amount 
paid to the United States by the manufacturing group, however, was more than 
half (584 per cent) of the total payments to Americans by companies in all groups, 
while the merchandising group accounted for only 3.0 per cent of that totaL) 

Although "other foreign" countries secured a share of the total In-
terest and dividend payments (16 per cent) which comoared favourably with their 
share in ownership of the total corporate investment, their holdings in companies 
controlled in the United States were largely responsible for this satisfactory 
showing. Canadian coipanies controlled in these "other foreign" countries and 
operating in the manufacturing, mining, utility and miscellaneous fields paid 
neither dividends nor interest on any of their securities during 1936; neverthe--
less, of the total amount of dividends and interest paid to these countries in 
that year by externally-controlled Canadian companies, practically one--third 
(33.1 per cent) was in the form of dividends on their minority holdings in 
American-controlled mining companiies These American-controlled mines also ac-
counted for practically the whole of the payments to Great Britain by the mining 
group, which amounted to 25.6 per cent of the total British receipts from all 
kinds of business. 

VIII SIZE OF EXTERNALLY-CONTROLLED COMPANIES 

Table 17 gives in considerable detail data regarding sizes of all 
American-controlled Canadian enterprises (exclusive of the financial group) as 
at December 31st, 1932. These figures are not strictly comparable with any of 
those which have been examined previously in this chapter, both because they re--
fer to a date four years earlier and because they have been based on figures for 
value of capital employed, as reported to the Dominion Bureau of Statistics, rather 
than on capital invested. The use of "capital employed" for this purpose enabled 
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Fig. 5 -- pistribution of Total Amount of Interest and Dividend 
Payments by Externally-controlled Canadian Companies, 
according to Type of Businea, Calendar Year 1936. 
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the Bureau to place externally--controlled companies and unincorporated branches 
on the same basis for comparison as to size.. While many changes have certainly 
taken place durLng the period 1932-1936, both in the number of American-controlled 
Canadian enterprises and in their distribution among the size-groups, the general 
pattern is probably so little altered that Table 17 may be instructively considered 
in conjuncF.ion with the 1936 tables. This table was originally published in 
"Canadian--American Industry", from which the following comment is quoted: (is) 

...... Attention may be called to several exceedingly important re--
lationships revealed very clearly in Table. . The most prevalent 
American-controlled company in Canada is apparently one employing 
from $50,000 to $199,999 capitaL Twenty-nine per cent of all 
companies, and 31 per cent of the manufacturing comoanies, are of 
this size.. But, as one would expect, very few mining or public 
utility comoanies are that small. The next most prevalent size of 
company is the very smallest; that employing a capital under $50,000. 
But it must be observed that although these relatively small branch 
companies- -those employing a capital under $230,000-. -comprised more 
than half of the grand total and of the total manufacturing in 1932, 
they employed little more than 2 per cent of the total capital...... 
The reason is fairly obvious: in branch com7anies, as in industry 
as a whole, both in Canada and in the United States, the 'typical 
company 9  in terms of numbers is small, but overwhelmingly the greater 
proportion of both capital and products are accounted for by a re- 
latively few large enterprises. Thus, as is shown in Table...., 19 
per cent of the grand total of American-owned companies in Canada, 
and 14 per cent of the manufacturing com7anies, employ a capital of 
$1,000,000 and over0 Further, companies in that class employ 90 
per cent of all capital used by American-owned companies and 82 per 
cent of the capital used in manufacturing.00..0" 

() Marshall, Southard and Taylor, "Canadian-American Industry-", 
page 26, Yale IJniversLty Press, New Haven, 1936, 
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PART IL - CANADIAN DIRECT INVESTMbNTS AbROAD 

Field Cove red b the Study 

An appraisa.L of Canadian direct investments abroad must ittili ze prin-
cipally the sources of information available in Canada0 It is neeess:ry to 
trace these investments, for the most part, from their Canadian origins and to 
obtain information from the Canadian investors rather than from the branches or 
subsidiaries abroad This has tended to influence the scope of the investment 
data obtained0 With few exceptions, it is necessary to depend upon reports of 
the existence of particular investments from Canadian sources. In some re-
spects, however, the available material is increased as, proceeding from this 
source, it is possible to include some cases of admitted direct investment 
where the Canadian investment interest is Less than a majority holding.. 

Accordingly, the tables of Canadian direct investments abroad, shown 
in this report, include not only investments in branches and subsidiaries in 
which there is a majority Canadian interest in the capital, but also those in-
stances where affiliation or other active interest in a foreign company could 
be traced to a Canadian company.. In these latter cases, the foreign comnany is 
customarily engaged in the same kind of business abroad as the Canadian comoany 
is engaged in in Canada. Included also as direct investments abroad are a few 
companIes which are controlled by substantiaLLy the same shareholders who con-
trol the affiliated Canadian comnany0 

Not all of the direct investments are in branches, subsidiaries or 
affiliates of Canadian companies whose principal operations are in Canada, theU 
external operations being only supplementary.. There are a number of instances of 
companies of Canadian incorporation whose entire operations are conducted out-
side of Canada0 Some of these are controlled by Canadian shareholders and are 
included in the tables of Canadian dfrect investments abroad. It is well to 
note, however, that some companies operating entirely abroad, although incorpora-. 
ted in Canada are not controlled by Canadian capi.ta1. These have not been in-
cluded as directs investments abroad, since where there is a minority Canadian 
interest only it is more properly considered a portfolio investment abroad0 
This principle has been followed even if the company was originally organized 
by Canadian enterprise0 

Although most cases of Canadian direct investtnents in other countries 
fall into the class of companies whose Irincipal operations are in Canada, 
there is a group of companies operating. in Canada with branches or subsidiaries 
outside of Canada, which may not be considered in quite the same light as the 
main class of Canadian companies with direct investments abroad This parti-
cular group of Canadian companies in turn falls in the class of United States 
direct investments in Canada0 In determining the position of the extern.l in-
vestments of these foreign-owned Canadian subsidiaries with regard to Canadian 
direct investments abroad, the circumstances in each case had to be considered 
individually. In doing so one of the principles followed was whether the 
direct investment abroad was of a kind which would have an influence upon the 
Canadian balance of international payments, as this is one of the important cr1.-
teria in determining the significance of international investments. Sometimes 
the subsidiaries abroad are merely nominall.y o,ned and controlled by the Canadian 
company, their stock being only formally held by the Canadian company0 In these 
cases the capital originally invested in the foreign subsidi.aries was from a 
parent organization outside of Canada and any subsequent financial transactions 
are between the foreign subsidiary and the foreign parent company of the Canadian 
company0 There is no real reason for treating such  subsidiaries abroad as 
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Fig. 6 -- ceographica1 Distribution of Canadian 
Direct Investments Abroad, End of 1936. 
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Canadian direct invest.;nnt.s out;side of Canada, as, in such cases, not only is the 
cu!)it,al invested non-Canadian in its origins, hut, neither are there any ef'fects 
upon the Canadian balance of international payments arising from the operations of 
the 	hs i diary 0  

To roliow a principie based only rn the ownership of the canital involved 
u t. rL'ii a procedure, however, since it overlooks the economic effects of the 
)-ri,l()flS of some companies, which effects may be iuite independent of the ultimate 

• - wnership0 There are situations where the eoinoariy abroad, the subsidiary of a corn- 
oany in Canada, has substantially the same effects upon the Canadian balance of 
,ients regardless of whether that company in Canada is controlled by Canadian or 
:oreign capital. Accordingly, there are some important instances where direct in-
vestments have been included in the tables although they are the investments of 
anadLan companies which are controlled outside of Canada. Whenever this has been 
tone there has been some special reason for doing so. In some cases the capital in-
ested abroad was clearly the investment of capital originating from Canadian pro-
iictLon and, considered from the economic point of view, represents an investment of' 
'anadian capital outside of Canada, even though the ultimate ov:nershin may rest in, 
:ay, the United States Or the foreign subsidiaries may be subsequently financed 
oy the Canadian coapany, or interest, dividends, and other remittances may be made 
irectly to the Canadian company.. One large comoany operating outside of Canada 
'as been included, partly because the dividends it pays to its Canadian parent corn 
pany have been an important source of that company s dividend payments to its 
rent company in the United States, and if these latter payments are to be regarded 

s remittances from Canada to the United States, they must consequently be offset 
-vant receipts. 

1though the value of Canadian direct investments abroad may not, there- 
usidered as entirely representing the Canadian ownership of industrial 

ad other enterprises abroad because of these exceptional cases, from a broader 
:)oint of view these instances do represent an expansion of Canadian activities 

1 r H 

group of Canadian concerns with Important operations outside of Canada 
en included in these tables of direct investments0 This is the financial 

oup of companies, the Canadian insurance companies, chartered banks, brokers, 
Lnvestrnent dealers and investment companies with activities outside of Canada0 
There are reasons why the investments abroad, of these concerns, are not in the 
'une category as those which have been included0 Canadian insurance companies with 
ranches in other countries have liabilities outside of Canada, arising orincioally 
ron the fiduciary interests of the policyholders, which exceed the assets held 
utside of Can0a0 Although in some countries, such as the United States, the 
issets exceed the liabilities, leaving a net investment, the net assets there might 
e considered as being held against the excess of liabilities in overseas countries,  
onsequentl3r, the investments of Canadian insurance companies held outside of Canada 
it their branches are not taken as Canadian direct investments abroad. rn 196 
here were 32 Canadian insurance companies doing business outside of Canada, 15 
vriting life insurance only abroad, 16 writing fire and other classes of insurance 
ind one writing both life and fire insurance. But, in the same year, the assets of 
'anadian life insurance comoanies that were held outsi1e of Canada were valned at 
over $645 million, whiie the Liabilities abroad exceeded 6871 million0 The assets 
if Canadian fire and other insurance companies in other countries are relatively 

he net assets abroad of the Canadian chartered banks are also excluded 
:T s  of 'hre:t. nvestments 	In 1976, six of' the chorte - e1 honks oofrated 
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7 in the United Kingdom and 125 in other countries, mostly in the Latin-Amerlcan 
countres 	 c 	i'o The assets of th. banks abiad are 	nstantiy fluctuating, represen- 
ting as they do the externaL balances of the Canadian branches a5 welL as the 
assets connected with the business of the branches abroad. Many are of a short.- 
term character and are not comparable to investments abroad of industrial and 
other firms inc]uded in the tables, 

Likewise, the assets of the branches and subsidtartes outside of 
Cannda of CanadIan investment dealers and brokers are mostly of a floating type 
and any investment companies of foreign incor?oration owned by residents of 
Canada are more comarable to portfolio than to direct .investments 

The trivestments by Canadians in residential prorerttes and other un-P 
m)rodu.tve classes of real estate in other countries are also exciuded 

Valuatm.ori of Investments 

The va1ue of investment ;Lown in the tables is, in the case of the 
coitimc and preferred stock of subtdiartes, the value at which these equities 
are shown in the hooks Df the subsidiary abroad, as contrasted with the value 
at whic they may be carried in parent comoany hlance sheets., The value used. 
for cmrr.on stocks is the eavity of tte common shareholders, taking account of 
aci'snu1ated surpluses or def'ii.ts ts well as, in some cases, other relevant 
I tems such as Inter company advances.. Bonds and debentures and preferred 
bOCks are shown at their nominal vaLues and the value of unincorporated bran-. 
ches is represented by the net assets. 

Analysts 	Tables 26 .  and 2' 

An analys.;.o of the babies on Canadian direct investments abroad dis-
Cioses the Concentrat) on of these to the United States 64% of the total value 
being represented h, investments in that country. About two thirds of the value 
of these investments to the United States is in railways, reflecting the exten-
son of the two principal Canadian railway systems into neighbouring regions of 
the United States The other tmportanb groups of direct investments there fall 
in the manuiactur rg min.tiig and petroleum groups Investments in the former 
group arise from the expansion of some Canadian industries into the United 
States market, while in the latter group there are the many investments made in 
subsidiaries engaged in mining and the extraction of petroleum in the United 
States by Canadian comnanies employing raw material from these sources in their 
Canadian operations. 

Canadian direct investments in the United Kingdom are small in value, 
as might be expected from the nature of the trade between that country and 
Canada Canadian investments in the other Brit,ist countries are included in 
the ca;egory "other countries".. Most of these are subsidiaries of' Canadian 
coin oan em engaged in manufacturing in various parts of the Commonwealth, par-. 
bicularly in the Dominions 	The other part of' the investments in ttother  coun- 
trte&' is concentrated in the Lat..n-Aaerican countries> The largest oarts of 
the value of theme investments are In the petroleum industry in the northern 
countries of South America and in public utilities scattered throughout that re-
gion and the West Indies and Central. America 

The table showing the forms of organization employed by Canadian firms 
with direct investments abroad reveals a marked preference for carrying on opera-
tions abroad through wholly owned companies incorporated in the country where they 
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Fig. 7 -- Distribution by Types of Business of Canaular 
Direct investments Abroad, End of 1936. 
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operate. About three-quarters of the total investment is held through this 
form of organization with another twenty per cent or so in British or foreign 
companies in which there are also some British or foreign shareholders. Invest- 
ments in unincorporated branches and mining cLaims, oil leases etc. are relative-
ly negligible. As would be expected, most of the securities through which the 
direct investments are held are equity securities, bonds and debentures consti-
tuting only about twerity-.two per cent of the investment, 



NEWIM 

PART in - DIRECT I VESTNTS AND THE CANADtAN 

BALANCE OF INTERNATtONA PAYMENTS 

Direct investments give rise to international movements of capital and 
current remittances wlt- cLaracieristics of their own. The tendency roted in the 
introduction for a considerable amount of interriatonal lending in recent years 
to take the form of an expansion abroad of the enterprise and industry of the 
larger creditor nat.ions through channels of direct investment rather than as for-
merly through the underwriting of bonds and debentures is a development of recent 
decades. As a result, the effects of these investments upon the balances of in-
ternational payments of both creditor and debtor nations are quite different from 
the effects of the more tradiltional international lending through the underwriting 
of foreign bonds and debentures As foreign direct investments in Canada are on 
an unusually large scale, it is to be expected that the effects of these unon the 
Canadian balance of international payments should he very definitely discernible. 
The changes in the value of direct investments, however, should not be taken as 
reflecting net movements of funds influencing the balance of payments, as there 
are many factors influencing the value of these investments which are internal in 
their origin. 

The position of a debtor country in which a considerable part of the 
indebtedness Is represented by foreign-owned direct investments is qu:te different 
from that of a debtor country whose obligations are in the form of bonds and deben 
tures that, in their servicing and redemption, give rise to rigid contractual 
claims for interest and principal0 Instead of carrying with them contractual 
claims, the current payments arising from direct investments are more like the re - 
turns on investments received by a proprietor or owner of an equity0 As  a conse 
quence, the international payments of both a current and capital nature, arisin 
from direct investments, are more closely related to the changing national income 
of the debtor economy and do not give rise to the same strains as are produced by 
the contractual payments of' interest and principal which are associated with an 
economy in which international indebtedness takes the form of bonds and deben--
tures, In the latter case the strains often become acute when the income of the 
debtor economy dwindles. But when international indebtedness tekes the form of 
direct investments, the resulting international payments are usually reduced auto-
maticafly by a contraction in economic ctIvity and the weakness in foreign ex-
change rates frequently resulting from such conditions in a debtor country. 

Furthermore, the foreign owners of direct Investments are likely to 
have a different attitude to the external value of the currency of the debtor 
country than the foreign owner of bonds payable in a foreign currency. Normally 
their interests in this connecticn are more akin to those of a resident of the 
debtor country0 Dividends and other remittances not being subject to the same 
rigid requirements as interest may be postponed for favourable exchange rates. 
In fact, there is some reason to believe that under some circumstances many of the 
international current payments and capital movements connected with direct invest-
ments have equilibrating effects upon the balance of payments of a debtor nation. 
Of course, not all current payments arising from direct investments have effects 
of this kind. Many are prompted by much the same circumstances as other com-
mercial transactions and are not normally influenced by fluctuations in exchange 
rates. Some of the payments for merchandise imported from parent comoanies fall 
in this class. As the parent organization usually has incurred cnsiderabie ex-
penses in the production or purchase of parts or materials shipped to the branch, 
it is sometimes the policy of the company to require payment by the branch in 
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the usual time required in commercial transcions. There a'e sufficient pay-
ments that may be def'erred until favourable cond tions develop to give direct in-
vestments a significance in this emnection however, as well as the general re-
1stonship between earnings of direct investments and commodity exports0 There 
are also the inducements for the owners of direct investments to reinvest profit 
and otherwise Improve future earning power, although, in general, it appears from 
a study of Canadian experience that evezi with tA1S expansion of the investments 
in Canada, there are large withdrawals of funds in years when business activity 
is high. 

In recent years the Dominion Bureau of Statistics has conducted an in-
vestigation into these international transactio's with the purpose of revealing 
their effects upon the Canadian balance of payments and the results have been in-
corporated in the annual statements of the balance of payments issued by the 
Bureau. Although these data do not lend themselves t detailed presentation in 
this report, the more important features will bt; cutlined here0 

It must be realized that these transa.tthns embrace a very v;ide sph€-
For instance, the capital movements fail into such diverse classes as, new issues 
of the securities of Canadian subsidiaries taken outside of Canada, the retire-
ments of these securities, both long and short term loans and advances of a 
direct character to branches and subsidiaries and their repayment, loans and ad-
vances by the branches or subsidiaries in Canada to the parent organizations 
abroad and their repayment0 The loans and advances may take the form of ship-
ments of merchandise, the provision of services, or cash0 Among the current 
transactions, besides the interest and dividends on securities held abroad which 
are obvious media by which international investments are serviced, there are 
many other forms of remittance to the parent companies abroad by less easily iden-
tif led transrctions0 For instance, the Canadian producing units may export mer-
chandise from Canada under circumstances in which some of the proceeds are re-
ceived by the comoanies offices abroad and never remitted to Canada. The con-
siderable extent to which some commodIties are exported from Canada under these 
conditions is not generally known. Then there are the various payments for ser-
vices and sometimes exchanges of services0 Finally, in considering the whole mat-
ter of current international payments by the branches or subsidiaries in Canada, 
from the point of view of the balance of payments, it should be recognized that 
these do not necessarily coincide with the profits or losses of the Canadian 
units in the conventional accounting sense0 

Detailed data have been collected by the Bureau on the movements of 
funds connected with foreign direct investments in Canada for each year since 
1926. These data include an analysis of the movements into the various classes 
of transaction indicated above. For the sake of simplicity, only the broad out-
lines of the movements of funds will be shown here. The accomoanying table 
shows the approximate gross movements of funds in and out of Canada in the years 
from 1926 to 1936 on account of transactions associated with British and foreign 
direct investments in Canada. It should he pointed out that receipts and payments 
for merchandise exported or imported by these concerns are not included when these 
international transactions are carried out in the normal commercial manner, as, 
in any balance of payments study, these transactions are already represented by 
the statistics of Canadas external trade in merchandise. Merchandise transac-
tions have only been included in the data on movements of funds when they have 
been executed in such a way as to influence the balance of payments study in an 
extraordinary way0 Instances of these influences arise when merchandise is shipped 
to a Canadian branch or subsidiary on consignment by the parent organization in 
another country and only paid for, if at all, in some subsequent. year0 Or, con-
versely, some Canadian branches and subsidiaries export merchandise from Canada 
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and are never paid directly ior t.hese exports as the buyer abroad is instructed to 
pay the oarent company in the United States, These unusual merchandise transac-
tiozis are, in their effects upon the baLance of ayinents, much like inflows or 
outflows of funds and have been acording1y included in the accompanying table of 
movement of funds. 

The statistics on movements of funds shown in this table have been 
specially selected to show the transactions connected with direct investments as 
a whole. Consequently, the net movements are not the same as those shown in the 
special item appearing in the capital account of recent official statements of 
the Canadian Balance of International Payments and described as "Net Capital 
TransactLons of International 9 Branch P1ants etc" This latter item, for example, 
excludes the dividends and interest paid by the direct investments in Canada to 
the owiiers of the securities abroad as the interest and dividends on direct in-
vestments is included in the ftem o* total interest and dividends paid by all 
clasSe3 of British and foreign inv1.ments in Canada, which appears among the cur-
rent transactions of the balance of Dayments.. 

Movements of Funds_Between Lanada and Other Countries_Arising 
from British and Foreigjn Pi rec t Investments in Canada 

1926 	1936 .  

(in millions of dollars) 

App$mc_ Gross pfl5X  

Inflow Outflow 

1926 113,3 8016 
192 7  1106 87 .3 
1928 97,8 109.6 
1929 .1236 149...9 
1260 112.5 1476 
1931 65,2 128 
1932 363 1075 
1933 Vol 1527 
1934 448 146,3 
1935 41,9 170..8 
1936 573 2060 

Net Movements 
Inflow 	Outflow 

32.7 
23.3 

11.8 
26.3 
35,1 
63.. 1 
69,2 

115.6 
10115 
128,9 
148,7 

X For some comranies the net inflow or outflow only have been included in the 
gross inflow and outflow.. 

This table shows the very striking changes that have taken place in the 
movements of funds connected with direct investments during the period covered0 
Probably the most significant of these has been the transition from net inflows 
in 1926 and 1927 to the net outward niovement appearing in 1928 which has expanded 
almost continually since then0 There has been a shift from a net inflow of 
$2.7 mii..lion in 1926 to a net outflow of $148.7 million in 1936 	Accompanying 
this change in the direction of the movement, there have been marked changes in 
both the total inflow and the total outflow of funds. The heavy inflows of funds 
were concentrated in the years before 1931, while the total outflow has fluctuated 1  
with some exceptions, more in accordance with general business activity, although 
the longer term trend appears to be upward. The maximum inflow was in 1929 when it 
amounted to $123.6 million while the lowest annual volume of $37,1 million was in 
1933 The outflow has grown from $806 million in 1926 to $206.0 million in 1936. 
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The total inward movement represents capital movements of various 
kinds. The greatest contraction has taken place in the inflow of long-term capi-
tal. The inflow due to the sale of bonds in the United States was heaviest in 
1926 and 1927. Direct inflows of other long-term capital were also heavy and re-
mained so until 1930, a marked contraction appearing in 1931. In 1932 and 1933 
the inflow of capital was at Its lowest point and only showed an aporeciable in-
crease in 1936 when the influx was still about half the volume of the inflow in 
the years before 1931 The volume of the inflow of short-term capital has fluc-
tuated less, although since 1931 it has been more important proportionately be-
cause of the smaller inflow of long-term capital. 

Capital is transferred to branches and subsidiaries in Canada by means 
of shipments of merchandise as well as by transfers of funds. In the transmit-
tal of long-term capital to Canada by means of merchandise, the merchandise has 
usually been in the form of capital goods, being made up of machinery, equinent 
and other forms of durable goods, although some long--term capital was also pro-
vided by shipments of parts and materials to be sold or manufactured by the bran-
ches in Canada. Shipments like the latter are also a frequent means by which 
short-term advances are made, furnishing, as they do, a convenient method of suo-
plying the branch or subsidiary with working capital when required 

Outward movements of funds have been more diverse in character, in-
cluding both capital movements and current remittances. Dividends form the 
largest single type of outward remittance from Canada each year and, of course, 
have been flexible, reflecting as they have the wide changes in earnings during 
the period from 1926-1936 Payments for interest and for services provided by 
the parent organization were smaller and more rigid in volume. Outward movements 
that could be definitely classified as capital have been customarily substantial 
and have expanded considerably since 1933, especially payments that represented 
the repayment of short term advances. Other outward movements arising principally 
from the export of merchandise for which the branch or subsidiary has not been 
paid, have been particularly heavy since 1933 a1so. Some of these outward move-
ments of merchandise are difficult to designate as either capital or current 
payments. Often there are at least the appearances of capital transactions, al-
though, on the other hand, they closely reflect the growth in earnings of the 
investments in Canada. In any case, they give rise to debits against Canada 
which are an important consideration in tracing the effects of some of the in-
creased exports of commodities from Canada in recent years upon the Canadian 
balance of international payments. The sudden expansion In 1933 in the outflow 
of funds, it should be pointed out, was partly the result of some specially 
large short-term transactions by a few firms it is a reflection, in part, of 
these unusual transactions, rather than a movement characteristic of the tran-
sactions of all firms in that year. The large outflows of 1934 and subsequent 
years, however, were definitely reflections of more widespread changes in the 
volume of these outflows and no doubt were a consequence of increased earnings. 

These data on movements of funds disclose the marked changes in the 
effects of direct investments in Canada upon the Canadian balance of international 
payments in recent years. The extent of the capital inflow in the period of rapid 
develoent preceding 1931, the sharp contraction in the inflow of capital since 
then, and the subsequent large outflows of funds in recent years coinciding with 
the growth in the export balance of Canada's commodity trade are all factors 
of importance in any study of Canadas commercial and financial transactions 
with other countries during the period covered. Particular attention should be 
drawn to the important fact that, to a considerable extent, accompanying the 
growth in Canadian exports in recent years, especially metal exports, there 
have been "invisible" debits which also must be taken account of. These debits, 
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offsetting in part the credits from the ba1nces of commodity exports, arise from 
the large payments of dividends to companies and other shreho1ders residing out-
side of Canada, as well as from large repaynients of capita]. and the other current 
debits in Canada's balance of payments resulting from the increase in the earnings 
of direct investments in Canada, which, to an important degree, are closely re-
lated to the Canadian export trade0 



BRITISH AND_FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTIIENTS IN CANADA: TARTS 1 

Investment in Canadian operations of companies carrying on some or all of their operations in Canada 
which are branches of or controliedX by companies incorporated out of Canada, or are controlledx by 
individuals domiciled out of CanadaXX 

A. United_States Control 

ui tv of Common Sh 	 ajd 

End of 1936 

(Values in thousands of dollars) 

Distribution Total 	 of - Ownersh 
Type of Business 	Investment 	Canada 	United 	Great 	Other 

States 	Britain 	Countries 

TOTAL 	1,408,3810, 	231,030 7 	1,128,1629 	43,192.8 	6 14946 

Manufactuting 737,7541 77,2817 645,3440 14,290,1 8383 

Mining 	................,., . 280,4302 61,6681 190,9896 23,4864 4 ,?8 6 . 1  

Utility ., 219,6855 71 9 87307 143,179.9 3,6095 1,022.4 

Merchandising 99,3530 91286 90,1421 5905 328 

Financial 28,905.2 4,696,.1 22 9 9579 1 9 2424 8.8 

Miscellaneous 42,7430 6,382.5 35,549.4 5049 3.2 

X 	
Concentration in one external country of 5 	or more of the total investment in a Canadian company 
is accepted as prima fade evidence of control,, 

XX Subsidiaries of Canadian companies which come within the above definition are themselves considered 
as coming within the definition. 



BRtTfSW AND FJREIGN DIRICT INVESTY1NTS IN CANADA: TABLE 2 

Investt in Canadian oerations of companies carrying on some or all of their operations In  
Canada which are branches of or controlLedx by companies incorporated out of Canada, or are controliedl 
by individuals domiciled out of Canada.) 

A! edtats ntrol  

Equtt 	Preferrec1 Shareho1der in Copantes Incorporated in Canada 

(Vaiues in thousands of dollars) 

Total 	_____ 	Distribution 	of 	Qwnership 
Type of flusiness rnvt.,.nt 	 Unite! 	reat 

States 	Britain 	Countries 

TOTAL 	188,756.1 	61 9644.0 	112,715.0 	13,778.3 	620.8 
Il. 

Manufacturing .......... 79,607,2 

Mining ....... ....o..G, 	 27,165.4 

Utility... ...............70,094.9 

Merchandising .......... 	3,506.2 

Financial ...........  . 	311.0 

	

20,417.1 	57,382.3 	1,557.1 	250.7 

	

4,526.7 	12,837.8 	9,440.8 	560.1 

	

31,156.2 	36 9 993.7 	1,945.0 	- 

	

468.6 	2p9976 	40.0 

	

206,0 	10500 	-. 	 — 

Misecuaneous ...... .......8,071.4 	4,869.4 	2,396,6 	795.4 	10.0 

X Concentration in one external cotutry of 5% or more of the total inesthent in a Canadian 
company is accepted as prima facie evidence of control. 

XX Subsidiaries of Canadian companies which come within the above definition are themselv'es 
considered as coming within the definition.. 



BRITISH AND FOREIGN_DIRECT_INVESTMENTS IN CANADA: TABLE 3 

Investment in Canadian opera bions of companies carrying on some or all of their operation8 in 
Canada which are branches of or controlledx  by companies incorporated out of Canada, or are controlledX 
by individuals domiciled out of Canada 

A.  jiLriit_ 	Stat Control 

Par Value of Bonds L  DebenturesDebenture Stock. and Other Forms of 
Long Terni Fund ed Debt_oC Ill 

End of 1936 

(Values in thousands of dollars) 

Distribution of - 

Tye of Business 
T tal 

Investment Canada United Great Other 
St_  Britain Cots 

TOTAL 389,456.5 111,069.1 273,38.3 4,871.9 147.2 

Manufacturing 86,393.8 10,902.0 75,217.6 274.2 - 

Mining 	..................... 19,990.8 9,411.7 10,579.1 - 

Utility 	..................... 264,133.6 80,149.4 179 9,417.7 4,222.0 144.5 

Merchandising 	...... 3,353.1 746.2 2,603.5 0.7 2.7 

Financial .................. 	7,343.0 	1,520.0 	5,448.0 	375.0 	- 

Miscellaneo'is .............. 	8,242.2 	8,139.8 	102.4 	- 	- 

X Concentration in one external country of 5 or more of the total investment in a Canadian 
company is accepted as prima fade evidence of contro1 

xx 
Subsidiaries of Canadian companies which come within the above defLnitton are themselves 
considered as coming within the definition 



BRITISH AND FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENTS IN CANADA: TABLE 4 

Investment in Canadian operations of companies carrying on some or all of their operations in 
Canada which are branches of or controlledx by companies incorporated out of Canada, or are controlledX 
by individuals domiciled out of Canada X 

A. United States Control 

Investment in Unincorporated CanadianBranches of Companies Incorporated out of Canada 

End of 1933 

(Values in thousands of dollars) 

Total 	____ 	Distribution 	of 	Ownership 	-- 
Type of Business 	Investment 	Canada 	United 	Great 	Other 

States 	Britain 	Countries 

	

TOTAL ..............192710.1 	- 	192,710.1 	- 	- 

Manufacturing ............... 	44,929.3 	- 	44,929.3 	- 	- 

Mining 	 4,0185 	- 	4,0185  

Utiity..................... 	4,806.3 	- 	4,806, 13 - 	- 

Merchandising ...... 	5,098.0 	- 	5,098.0 	-. 	 - 

Financial 	............. 127,817.2 	- 	127,817.2 	- 	- 

Miscellaneous . 	6 1,040.8 	- 	6,040.8 	- 	- 

X Concentrabion in one external country of 50% or more of the total investment in a Canadian 
company is accepted as prima fade evidence of control. 

xx  Subsidiaries of Canadian companies which come within the above def'tnition are themselves 
considered as coming within the definition. 



BRITISH AND FOREIGN DIRECT_INVESTMENTS IN CANADA: TABLE 5 

Investment in Canadian operations of companies carrying on some or all of their operations in 
Canada, which are branches of or controlledx by companies incorporated out of Canada, or are controlledX 
by individuals domiciled out of Canada.XY  

A. United States Control 

Total Investment - Siof Tables 1 to 4 inclusive) 

End of 1936 

(Values in thousands of dollars) 

Number of Distribution of 	Oersp___ Total 
Type of Business 11 ompanies Investment Canada United Great Other 

States Britain Countries 

TOTAL 1,998 2 9 179,803.7 403,7438 1,706,9543 61,843.0 7,262.6 

Manufacturing .....,.... 1,035 948,6844 108,600.8 822,873.2 16,121.4 1 1,089.0 

Mining 108 331,804.9 75,606.5 218,425.0 32,927-2 4,646.2 

Utility 	.,..... 	.. 111 558,720.3 183,379)3 364,3976 9,7765 1,166.9 

Merchandising 376 111,3203 10343.4 100,841.,2 100.2 35.5 

Financial-Total.......... 250 164,3764 6 9 42201 156,328.1 1,617,4 8.8 
Insurance 202 122,854.0 2,239.0 120,595.0 18.0 20 
Investment Trusts 	12 10,532.7 2,728.8 6,197.7 1,599.4 6.6 

36 30,989.7 1,454.3 29,535,4 - - 

Miscellaneous 118 65.097.4 19,391.7 316.2 

X 	Concentration in one external country of 50 or more of the total investment in a Canadian 
company is accepted as prima facie evidence of control.. 

xx Subsidiaries of Canadian companies which come within the above definition are themselves 
considered as coming within the definition. 



BRIT[SH AND FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENTS IN CANADA: TABLE 6 

Investment in Canadian operations of companies carrying on some or all of their operations in Canada 
which are branches of or controltedx by companies incorporated out of Canada, or are controlledX by individuals 
domiciled out of Canada,XX 

B. British Controil 

Equity _ 	 rated 	 Canada  

End of 1936 

(Values in thousands of dollars) 

Total 	
Distribution 	of 	Ownershin 

Type of Business 	 Investment 	Canada 	United 	Great 	Other 

	

States 	Britain 	Countries 

TOTAL ...................................220,250,8 	29,959.9 	12,240.6 	175,974.9 	2 1 075,4 

Manufacturing 	................................ 136,431.7 19,116.2 9,491.8 107,028.4 	793,3 

Mining 	..................................... 19,8231 4,359.1 1,131,4 14,154.8 	177.8 

Utility 	............... 00 .......................... 18,465.0 1,327.9 526.6 14,610.5 	- 

Merchandising 	............................... 8,461,0 2,326.2 68.0 6,066.8 	-- 

Financial 	.................. 0 ................. 38,71&,O 2,8149 1,016.3 33,780.5 	1,104.5 

Miscellaneous . ...........................,,., 	354.0 	13.6 	6.5 	333.9 	- 

X Concentration in one external country of 50% or more of the total investment in a Canadian company is 
accepted as prima facie evidence of control. 

:: Subsidiaries of Canadian companies which come within the above definition are themselves considered as 
coming within the definition. 

N.B. In order that confidential information may not be revealed, data totalling $16 million have been trans-
ferred from Tables 7, 8 and 9 to Table 6.. 



BRITISH AND FOREIGN DIRECT_INVESTMENTS IN CANADA: TABLE 7 

Investment in Canadian operations ot companies carrying on some or all of their ooerations in Canada 
which are branches of or controlledx by companies incorporated out of Canada, or are controlledx by individuals 
domiciled out of Canada° 

B. British Control 

uity of Preferred_Shareholders in Compaflie3 Incorporated in Canada 

End of 1936 

(Values in thousands of dollars) 

Distribution of 	Ownërshi p 
Tyoe of Business Total 

Investment Canada 
Uni Great Other 
States Britain Countries 

TOTAL 	................... 43,899. 10,301.4 3,970.2 28,840.3 767.4 

Manufacturing 	..... 40,479.1 10,198.3 3,970.2 25,539.0 771.6 

Mining 	.............. (i)  

Utility ................................... (i)  

Merchandising 	........................... 3,4202 103.1 - 3,301.3 15.8 

Financiel 	..................... ............ (1) (1) (i) (1) (1) 

I-' 

Miscellaneous ............................ .. 1)  

Concentration in one external country of 50% or more of the total investment in a Canadian company 
is accepted as prima facie evidence of control. 

xx Subsidiaries of Canadian comoanjes which come within the above definition are themselves considered 
as coming within the definition. 

(i) 	Included with Equity of Common Sharehoider5. (See Table 610 



BRITISH AND FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENTS IN CANADA TABLE 8 

Investment in Canadian operations of companies carrying on some or all of their oerations in Canada 
which are branches of or controlledX by companies incorporated out of Canada, or are controlledx by individuals 
domiciled out of Canada. 

B. British Control 

Par Value of Bonds, Debentur, Debenture_Stocknd 
Other Forms of Long Term Funded Debt of ComoaniesIorrated in Canada 

End of 1936 

(Values in thousands of dollars) 

	

Total 	stribution 	of --_Ownership_ 
Type of Business 	 Investment 	Canada 	United 	Great 	0the 

	

States 	Britain 	Countries 

	

88,634.9 	2,122.9 	2,600,8 	83,891.2 	20.0 
Ui 

	

21,022,6 	1 3,193.4 	113.8 	19,700.4 	15,0 

	

8,188.7 	- 	487,0 	7,701.7 	- 

	

42 1 905.3 	- 	- 	42,905.3 	- 

	

(1) 	(1) 	(i) 	(1) 	(1) 

	

16,518.3 	929.5 	2,000,0 	13,583.8 	5.0 

Miscellaneoug ............................... 	(1) 	(1) 	(i) 	(i) 	(i) 

X Concentration in one external country of 50 or more of the total investment in a Canadian company 
is acceted as prima facie evidence of control, 

XX Subsidiaries of Canadian companies which come within the above definition are themselves considered 
as coming within the definition. 

(1) Included with Equity of Common Shareholders. (See Table 6) 

TOTAL ..................  

Manufacturing ............................... 

Mining . ...................... . ............ 

Utility ................ .•...................  

Merchandising ...............................  

Fincial ..................................  



BRITISH AND FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENTS IN CANADA: TABLE 9 

Investment in Canadian o?erations of comoanies carrying on some or all of their operations in Canada 
which are brinches of or controlledX by comoanies incorporated out of Canada, or are controlledx by individuals 
domiciled out of Canada.Xx 

B. British Control 

Investment in Unincorporated Canadian Branches of Comoanies Incorporated out of Canada 

End of 1936 

(Values in thousands of dollars) 

Total Distribution 	of 	0er5hip 
Other Tyoe of Business 	

Investment 	Canada 	
United 	Threat
States 	Britain 	Countries 

TOTAL. .................. ....... 

Manufacturing . ............... 	. 

Mining ................•• ........ ..... 

Utility .......................................  

Merchandising . ...... . .......... ....... . ...... 

	

141,474.6 	— 	— 	141,474.6 

	

4,610.1 	- 	— 	4,610.1 

	

2,235.8 	— 	- 	2,235.8 

(1) 	— 	— 	(1) 

	

28,617.9 	— 	— 	28,617.9 

(n 

Financial ••......• .......................•0e•o 	 105,258.2 	- 	— 	105,258.2 	— 

Miscellaneous 	 752.6 	— 	- 	752.6 	— 

X Concentration in one external country of 50% or more of the total investment in a Canadian company 
is accepted as prima facie evidence of control0 

xx Subsidiaries of Canadian companies which come within the above definition are themselves considered 
as coming within the definition. 

(1) 	
Included with Equity of Common Shareholders. (See Table 6) 



BRITISH AND FOREIGN DIR]CT INVESTMENTS IN CANADA: TABLE 10 

Investment in Canadian operations of companies carrying on some or all of their operations in Canada 
which are branches of or controlledx by comoanies incorporated out of Canada, or are controlledx by individuals 
domiciled out of Canada.° 

B. British Control 

Total Investment (Sum of Tables 6 to 9 inclusive) 

End of 1936 

(Values in thousands of dollars) 

Number of 	Total 	Ditrtbutjon 	of 	Ownershit 
Type of Business 	Comoarijes 	Investment 	Canada 	United 	Great 	Other - 

	

States 	Britain 	Countries 

TOTAL 	.............. 	388 	494,259.6 	42,384.2 	18,811.6 	430,181,0 	2,882,8 

Manufacturing ........... 112 202,543.5 30,509.9 13,575.8 156,877.9 1,579.9 

Mining 	........... , 	........... 17 30,247.6 4,359.1 1,618,4 24,092.3 177.8 

Utility 	...... 8 59,370, 1,327.9 526.6 57,515.8 - 

Merchandising 	................... ill 40,499.1 2,429.3 68.0 37,986.0 15,8 

Financial - Total 	.............., 131 160 9 492.5 5,7444 3,0163 152,622.5 1,109,3 
Insurance 	.......... 99 93,761,0 401,0 646,0 92,714.0 - 

Investment Trusts 6 16,126.2 2,324.8 2,340.5 10,356.2 1,104.7 
Other 	................ 26 50,605.3 1,018.6 29,8 49,552.3 4.6 

Miscellaneous.................... 	9 	1,106.6 	13.8 	6.5 	1,086.5 

X Concentration in one external country of 50% or more of the total investment in a Canadian company Is 
accepted as prima fade evidence of control. 

Subsidiaries of Canadian companies which come within the above definition are themselves considered 
as coming within the definition. 

Oi 



BRITISH AND F'JPEIGM_DIRECT INVESTENTS IN CANADA: TABrJE 11 

Investment in CanadLan operations of companies carrying on some or all of their operations in Canada 
which are branches of or controlledX  by companies Lnorporated out of Canada, or are controlledX by individuals 
domiciled out of Canada.)° 

C. Control In Countries other than Canada the United_States or_Great Britain 

Total Investment 

End of 1936 
(Values in thousands of dollars) 

Distribution _____ of 	Ownership 
Tyoe of Business 

Number of Total United Great Other 
Companies investment Canada States Britain Countries 

TOTAC 72 41,5696 11,027.3 48.1 21.8 30,472.4 

Manut'acturing 	......... 14 2,085.5 225.8 0.9 5.5 1,853.3 

Mining 	.................... 3 754.0 320.0 6.3 - 427.7 

Utility 	.......... 4 4,678.7 2,313.8 - 2,364.9 

Merchandising 	.................. 27 2,083. 202.1 40.9 9.2 1,831.6 

Financial - Total 	.............. 21 31 1 91 7,964.3 - 7.1 23,942.2 

Insurance 17 3,813.0 84.0 -, - 3,729.0 
investment Trusts.., -. - - .• - - 
Other 	............ 4 28,100.6 7,880.3 - 7.1 20,213.2 

Miscellaneous .........,. 	3 	54.0 1.3 	--_ 
X Concentration in one external country of 50% or more of the total investfnent in a Canadian company is 

accepted as prima facie evidence of control. 
xx Subsidiaries of Canadian companies which come within the above definition are themselves considered as 

coming within the definitthn. 

N..b, In order that confidential information may not be revealed, Table 11 is the only table published re-
garding investment in companies controlled elsewhere than in Canada, the United States and Great Britain. 
The amount of common stock included in this table is $18.5 million and of data under other headings 
(preferred stock, funded debt, and investment in unincorporated branches of external companies ) $23 mU-
lion. All of these data are included also in Table 12 (total equity of common shareholders in all ex-
ternally-controlled companies) 

cn 
CA 



BRITISH AND FORRIGN DIRECT INVESTMENTS IN CANADA: TABLE 12 

Investment in Canadian oprations of companies carrying on some or all of their ooerations in Canada 
which are branches of or controlledX  by companies incorporated out of Canada, or are controlledX  by individuals 
domiciled out of Canada 2° 

Total British and Foreign Controlt 

Equity of Common Shareholders in Companies Incorporated in Canada 

End of 1936 

(Values in thousands of dollars) 

____ 	Distribution 	of 	Ownershi.p ____ Total 	- --.---- 	-- 	- 	-- ____ 
Type of Business 	 Invesbment 	Canada 	United 	Great 	Other 

States 	Britain 	Countries 

TOTAL 1 1 670,701.4 272,0179 1,140,451.6 219,189.5 39,042,4 

ManuCacturing 	.........., .,. ... 876,271.3 96,625,7 654,836.7 121,324.0 
c-fl 

3,484,9 

Mining 	............ 	...• 301,007.3 66,347.2 192 1 127.3 37,641.2 4,891.6 

Uti1tty 	................................• 240,829,2 75 2 515.4 143,7()3,5 18,220.0 3,387.3 

Merchandising 	.... 	.. .................. . 109,907.8 11,656.9 90 9,251.0 6,135.5 1,864.4 

Financial 	 . 99,534.8 15,4753 23,974.2 35,030.0 25,055.3 

Miscellaneous .. ........,...... .................43,151.0 	6,397.4 	35,555.9 	838.8 	358.9 

X Concentration in one external country of 50% or more of the total investment in a Canadian company is 
accepted as prima facie evidence of contro 

- 	Subsidaries of Canadian companies which come within the above definition are themselves considered as 
coming within the definitior. 

In order that conf'idential information may not be revealed, data totalling 39 million have been 
transferred from Tables 13, 14 and 15 to Table 12, 



BRITISH AND FOREIGN DIRECT tNVESTMENTS LN CANADA: TABLE 13 

Investment in Canadian operations of companies carrying on some or all of their operations in Canada 
which are branches of or control1ecP by companies incorporated out of Canada, or are controlledx by individuals 
domiciled out of Canadq,xx  

Total British and Foreign Control 

Eqjiti of JPrqCerred Shareholders Canada 

End of 193" 

(VaLues in thousands of dollars) 

T° altrLbutbon 0f 0  

	

Investment 	Canada Tyoe of Business 	 United 	Great 	Other 
-  States 	Britain 	Countries 

TOTAL .......................,.,...,..,.. 	232,655.4 	71,945,4 	116,6832 42,618.6 	1,408.2 

Manufacturing ....................... 

Mining 	. , .................., • , 

Utility ..................... 

Merchandising .................  

F inanc Lal . . .. * * . 	. • O7, -? ........... ., 

	

120,086.3 	30,6154 	61,352.5 27,096.1 	1,022.3 

	

27,165,4 	4,526.7 	12,837.8 	9,440.8 	360,1 

	

70,094 9 	31,156.2 	36,993.7 	1,945.0 	- 

	

6.9264 	571.7 	2,997,6 	3,341.3 	15.8 

	

31L0 	206.0 	105.0 	- 

cn 
0i 

Miscellaneous ..,,.. ...... ...,.. ...... 	8,071,4 	4,869,4 	2,396.6 	795.4 	10.0 

X Concentration in one external country of 50% or more of the total investment in a Canadian company is 
accepted as prima facie evidence of control. 

XX Subsidiaries of Canadian comoanies which come within the above def'inition are themselves considered as 
coming within the def'initioL.L 

N,B In order that confidential information may not be revealed, data totalling 16 million have been 
transferred from Table 13 to Table 12. 



BRITISH AND F0RIGN DIRECT INVESTMENTS IN CANADA: TABLE 14 

Investment in Canadian operations of companies carrying on some or all of their operations in Canads 
which are branches of or controlledX  by companies incorporated out of Canada, or are controlledx by individuals 
domiciled out of Canada,XX 

Total British and Foreign Control 

Par Value of Bonds,Debentures,_beritureStock and Other_Forms of Long Term 
Funded Debt of ComaniesIncoprated in Cana 

Enr of 1936 

(Values in thousands of dollars) 

Tyoe of Business 	 Investment 	Canada 	
United 	Great 	Other 

____ 	 States 	Britain 	Countries 

TOTAL .................................. 	478,091.4 	113,192.0 	275,969.1 	88,763.1 	1672 

Manufacturing .............................. 	107,416.4 

Mining ............. . ....... ................ 	28,179.5 

Utility 	............. 	307,038.9 

Merchandising ....." .........................3,353.1 

Financial . . . 	. . . * . . . . . ....... * - .. ..... 	23 9 861.3 

	

12,095.4 	75,331.4 	19,974.6 	15.0 	cn 

	

9 1 411,7 	11,066.1 	7,701.7 	- 

	

80,349.4 	179 1,417.7 	47,127.3 	144.5 

	

746.2 	2,603.5 	07 	2.7 

	

2,449.5 	7 3-448.0 	13958.8 	5.0 

Miscellaneous .................. ..............8,242.2 	8,139.8 	102.4 	- 
X Concentration in one external country of 50% or more of the total investment in a Canadian company is 

accepted as prima facie evidence of contro1 
xY  Subsidiaries of Canadian companies which come within the above definition are themselves considered 

as coming within the dertnition.. 

N.B. In order that confidential information may not be revealed, data totalling $18 million have been 
transferred from Table 14 to Table 12. 



BRITISH AND FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTIVIENTS IN CANADA: TABLE 15 

Investment in Canadian operations of companies carrying on some or all of their operations in Canada 
which are branches of or controlledx by companies incorporated out of Canada, or are controlledX by individuals 
domiciled out of Canada° 

Total 	and Foren Control 

lnv5tment in Unincorporated Canadian Branches of Cojpnies Inco22rated out of Can. 

End of 1966 

(Values in thousands of dollars) 

Total 	Distribution_- of 	Ownership 
Type of Busineb6 	 Investment 	Canada 	

United 	Great 	Other 
States 	Britain 	Countries 

TOTAL.......... .......................... 	34,184.7 	- 	192,710.1 141,474.6 

Manufacturing.................. . .............. 	49,539'1 	- 	44,929.3 	4,610.1 	- 

Mining .... ............... .....................6,254. 	- 	4,018.5 	2 3,235.8 	- 

Utility ............................ ............4,806.Z 	- 	4006.3 	- 	- 

Merchandising....... ...................... .... 	33,7159 	- 	5,098.0 	28.617.9 	- 

Financial ...................................... 	233,075.4 	- 	127,817.2 105,258.2 	- 

Miscellaneous .................................. 	6,793,4 	-. 	6,040.8 	752.6 	- 

X Concentration in one external country of 50% or more of the total investment in a Canadian company is 
accepted as prima facie evidence of control. 

)c Subsidiaries of Canadian companies which come within the above definition are themselves considered as 
coming within the definitton. 

N.B.. In order that confidential information may not be revealed, data totalling $5 million have been 
transferred from Table 15 to Table Ui.. 

cn 



BRITISH AND FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENTS IN CANADA: TABE16 

Investment in Canadian operations of companies carrying on some or all of their ooerations in Canada 
which are branches of or controlledX by comanies incorporated out of Canada, or are controlledX by individuals 
domiciled out of Canada.XX 

Total British and Foreign Contro] 

Total .Inv,estment Sum of Tables 12, 1314 and_15j 

End of 1930 

(Values in thousands of dollars) 

Number of 	Total 	- 
Djstrjbutioi 	of 	Ownership 

- 

Type of Business 	 United 	Great 	Other 
Companies 	Investment 	Canada 	States 	Britain 	Countries 

TOTAL ..., .................2,458 	2,715,632.9 	457,155.3 1,725 9,814.0 492,045.8 	40,617.8 

Manufacturing 	.................. . 1,161 1,153,313.4 139,336.5 836,449.9 173,004.8 4,522.2 

Mining 	,.., 	 ........... 128 362,606.5 80,285.6 220,049.7 57,019.5 5,251.7 	cn 
CD 

Utility 	.................. ...... 123 622,769.3 187,021.0 364,924.2 67,292.3 3,531.8 

Merchandising 	.............. .... 514 153,905.2 12,974.8 100,950.1 38,095.4 1,882.9 

Financial - Total ...... 402 356,782,5 18,130.8 159,344.4 154,247.0 25,060.3 
Insurance 318 220,428.0 2,724.0 121,241.0 92,732.0 3,731.0 
Investment Trusts 18 26,658.9 5,053.6 8,538.2 11,955.6 1,111.5 
Other 	.............. 66 109,695.6 10,353.2 29,565.2 49,559.4 20,217.8 

Miscellaneous 	................. 150 66,258.0 19,406.6 44,095.7 2,386.8 368.9 

X 	Concentration in one external country of 50% or more of the total investment in a Canadian company 
is accepted as prima facie evidence of control 

XX 	Subsidiaries of Canadian companies which come within the above definition are themselves considered 
as coming within the definition 



BRITESH AND FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTi1ENTS IN CANADA:_TABL1 17 

United States Contro 

Classirtcatdony_Size of Biires 

End of 1932 

Number of companies in each of five size-of-business groups expressed 
as a percentage of number of comranies in all groups. 

Capital employed in each of five size-of-business gr3ups expressed as 
a percentage of capital employed in all groups.. 

- 	Capital Employed 	Capital Employed I Capital Employed I Capital Employed lThapitai Employed 
Underj5O. 	- $199,999 J00,900 - 499,999 	Q0,0OO - 999,999 1lOQ,p0O and over 

Type of' 	Number of Capital Number of Capital Number of Capital Number of Capital Number of Capital 
Business 	Companies Employed Companies EmplQyed iqoInanies Employpd i Comoanies Emajoyed 1 -gomcqnits Em1ojd 

	

% 	 % 	 I 
QLt&aLOf total of total of total of total ototalof 

	

TOTAL ..,.. 	24 	x 	29 	2 	17 	3 	11 	5 	19 	90 

Manufacturing 	24 	1 	31 	3 	19 	6 	12 	8 	14 	82 

Mining 	.... 	12 	x 	12 	x 	10 	1 	19 	3 	47 	96 

Utility ..... 	9 	x 	9 	x 	16 	1 	10 	1 	56 	98 

Merchandising . 	31 	1 	36 	6 	12 	7 	6 	7 	15 	79 

Miscellaneous 	16 	1 	18 	2 	24 	8 	21 	14 	1 	21 	75 

x 
Less than one per cent. 



BRITISH AND FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENTS IN CANADA: TABLE 18 

A. United_ States Control 

Dividends Paid on Common and Preferred Stock 

Dividends paid in cash by companies incorporated in Canada which carry on some or all 
of their operations in Canada. 

CalendarYear 1936 

(Amounts are expressed in thousands of dollars) 

Total Dividendsidto_shareho1dersrgjsteredjn_ - 
Type of Business Dividends CanadX United Great Other 

PaidX  States Britain  Countries 

TOTAL 	........... 16,898.6 25929.0 73,022.1 7,062.4 8851 

Manufacturing 	............. 60,315.3 12072.8 46,376.7 1,795.6 70.2 	0 

Mining 	..... 	............... 36,573.0 9.417.6 21,420.5 4,968.1 7668 

Utility 	........... 6,317.1 3,945.5 2,037.8 286.8 47.0 

Merchandising 	............ 2,790.4 210,7 2579,7 - -- 

Financial 	............ 429.2 145.4 271.5 11.9 0,4 

Miscellaneous 	..•. ........... 473.6 137,0 335.9 - 0.7 

Less llvidends paid by Canadian subsidiary companies to Canadian parent companie. 



BRITtSH AND FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTV1ENTS IN CANADA: TABLE 19 

Total British and Foreign Control 

Dividends Paid on Common and Preferred Stock 

Dividends paid in cash by companies incorporated in Canada which carry on some or all 
of their operations in Canada. 

Calendar Year 1936 

(Amounts are expressed in thousands of dollars) 

TotaJ vidends paid to shareholders registered in 
Type of Busines$ Dividends United 

Canada 
Great Other 

PaidX States Britain Countries 

TOTAL 	.......... 119,266.7 27,361.9 	73,927.3 16,167.8 1,809.7 

Manufacturing ....... 70 9 133.1 13 1,367.6 	47,098.3 9 0 524.4 142.8 

Mining 	................ 36,573.0 9,417.6 	21,420,5 4,968.1 766.8 

Utility 	.......... 6,906.3 3,980.0 	2,178.4 700.9 47.0 

Merchandising 	............. 3,385.1 283.4 	2,588.4 320.1 193.2 

Financial 	.............. 1,711.6 174.6 	287.3 590.5 659.2 

Miscellaneous 557.6 138.7 	354,4 63.8 0.7 

X 	
Less dividends paid by Canadian subsidiary companies to Canadian parent companies. 

N.B.. 	In order that confidential information may not be revealed, no separate tables are published 
regarding dividends paid by companies controlled in Great Britain or elsewhere abroad other 
than Table 18 (United States Control). 



BRITISH AND FOREIGN DIRhCT INVESTMENTS IN CANADA: TABLE 20 

A. United States Control 

Interest on Funded Debt 

Interest paid on Funded Debt by companies incorporated in Canada which 
carry on some or all of their operations in Canada. 

Calendar Year 1936 

(Amounts are expressed in thousands of dollars) 

Type of Business 
Total 	- 
Interest 
PaidX 

Interest 

Canada 

paid to security-holders 
United 
States 

Great 
Britain 

resideritin  
Other 

Countries 

TOTAL 	.............. 19,164.6 5,460.4 13,576.7 121.0 6.5 

Manufacturing 	......... 4 31 637.8 595.2 4,022.7 19.9 - 

Mining 	................... (x) Cx) (X) (X) (x) 

Utility 	................... 11,901.2 3,80.7 8,006.0 85.5 6.0 

Merchandising 	............. 79.5 10.5 69.0 - - 

Financial 251.6 50.8 186.2 14.6 - 

Miscellaneous 	............. (x) (x) (x) (x) (X) 

X 
Less interest paid by Canadian subsidiary companies to Canadian parent companies. 

(x)  
Figures are withheld to avoid disclosing individual operations, but are included in the totals. 

0) 



BRITISH AND FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENTS IN CANADA: TABLE 21 

Total British and Foreign Control 

Interest on Funded Debt 

Interest paid on Funded Debt by companies incorporated in Canada which 
carry on some or all of their operations in Canada. 

Calendar Year 1936 

(Amounts are expressed in thousands of dollars) 

Total Interest Paid to Security-holders resident in 
Type of Business 	Interest Canadax United Great Other 

PaidX States_ Britain Countries 

TOTAL ...... 23,500.4 5,918.7 13,668.4 3,407.4 505.9 

Manufacturing 	............. 	 5,525.7 616.2 4,024.1 884.8 0.6 

Mining 	.......... 1,682.7 495.2 1,139.1 48.4 	- 

Utility 	.............. 13,815.0 3,803.7 8,006.0 1,999.3 	6.0 

Merchandising 	............. 84.6 15.3 69.0 0.3 	- 

Financial 	........... 1 34 732.2 483.3 276.5 473.6 	498.8 

Miscellaneous 	....... 660.2 505.0 153.7 1.0 	0.5 

X Less interest paid by Canadian subsidiary companies to Canadian parent companies. 

N.E. In order that conf'idential information may not be revealed, no separate tables are published re-
garding interest on funded debt paid by companies controlled in Great Britain or elsewhere abroad 
other than Table 20 (United States Control). 



BRITISH AND FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENTS IN CANADA: TABLE 22 

A. United States Control 

Dividends on Common and Preferred Stock and Interest on Funded Debt 

Dividends (in cash) and Intereat on Funded Debt paid by companies incorporated in Canada which 
carry on some or all of their operations in Canada. 

Calendar Year 1936 

(Amounts are expressed in thousands of dollars) 

Total Payments to Security-holders resident_in___ 
Type of Business Dividends and 

Cana a d 
United Great Other 

Interest Paidx States Britain Countries 

TOTAL 	............ 126 9 063.2 31,389.4 86 9 598,8 7,183.4 891.6 

Manufacturing 	....... 64 1,953.1 12,668.0 50,3994 1,815.5 702 

Mining 	................. (x) (X) (x) (x) () 

Utility 	................ 18,218.3 7 9 749.2 10,043.8 372.3 53.0 

Merchandising ........... 2,8699 221.2 2 9 648,7 - - 

Financial - Total ......., 680.8 196.2 4577 26.5 0.4 
Insurance (X) (x) (x) (x) (X) 
Investment Trusts 	(x) (x) (x) (X) (X) 
Other (X) (x) (x) (x) (X) 

Miscellaneous 	........... (X) (x) (x) (x) (X) 

X Less dividends and interest paid by Canadian subsidiary companies to Canadian parent companies. 

(x, 
Figures are withheld to avoid disclosing individual operations, but are included in the totals.. 



BRITISH AND FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENTS INANA1)A: TABLE 23 

B. British Contro] 

Dividends on Common and Preferred Stock and Interest on Funded Debt 

Dividends (in cash) and Interest on Funded Debt paid by companies incorporated in Canada which 
carry on some or all of their oDerations in Canada. 

Calendar Year 1936 

(Amounts are exoressed in thousands of dollars) 

Total Payments to Security-holders resident in  
Type of Business Dividends and United Great Other 

Interest pajdX ana d States  Britain Countries 

TOTAL 	................ 14,897.4 1,443.3 988.2 12,391.8 74.1 

Manufacturing 	............. 10,705.7 1,315.8 723.0 8,593.7 73.2 

Mining 	..................... (x) (x) (x) (x) (X) 

Utility 	................... 2,503.0 34.5 140.6 2,327.9 - 

Merchandising 	.............. 358.4 38!: - 320.4 - 

Financial - Total 	........ 1,197.9 53.3 106.1 1,037.6 0.9 
Insurance 548.0 13.2 15.8 519.0 - 

Investment Trusts 	242,7 32.7 90.3 119.0 0.7 
Other 407.2 7.4 - 399.6 0.2 

Miscellaneous .............(X) 
	(x) 	 (x) 	 (x) 	 (x) 

Less dividends and interest paid by Canadian subsidiary comranies to Canadian parent companies. 
(x) Figures are withheld to avoid disclosing individual oierations, but are included in the totals. 

N.B. In order that confidential information may not be revealed, separate tables are not published for the 
dividends and interest combined in the above table. These seoarate items are, however, included in 
the grand totals for their respective classifications in Tables 19 (Dividends) and 21 (Interest). 

c-fl 



BRITISH AND FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENTS IN CANADA: TABL.E 24 

C. Control in Countries other than Canada_the United States and Great Britain 

Dividends on Common and Preferred Stock and Interest on Funded Debt 

Dividends (in cash) and Interest on Funded Debt paid by companies incorporated in Canada which 
carry on some or all of their o'erations in Canada.. 

Calendar Year 196 

(Amounts are expressed in thousands of dollars) 

Total 	Payments to Security-holders resident in 
Tyoe of Business 	Dividends and 	Canadax 	United 	Great 	Other 

Interest PaidX 	 States 	Britain 	Countries 

TOTAL ................ 	1,806.5 	447.9 	8.7 	- 	1 19 349.9 

Manufacturing 	............. - - 	 - - 	 - 

Mining 	.................... - - 	 - - 	 - 

Utility 	............... - - 	 - - 	 - 

Merchandising 	............. 241.4 39.5 	8.7 - 	 l9.2 

Financial - Total 	......... l,565..l 408.4 	- - 	 1,156.7 
Insurance (x) (X) 	- - 	 (x) 
Investment Trusts (x) (x) 	 - - 	 (x) 
Other (x) (x) 	 - - 	 (x) 

Miscellaneous . ............ - 

x Less dividends and interest paid by Canadian subsidiary companies to Canadian parent comoanies. 
(x) Figures are withheld to avoid disclosing individual operations, but are included in the totals. 

N.B. In order that confidential information may not be revealed, separate tables are not published for the 
dividends and interest combined in the above table. These separate items are, however, included in 
the grand totals for their respective classifications in Tables 19 (Dividends) and 21 (Interest). 



BRITISH AIM FOREIGN DIRECT INVEST1ENTS IN CANADA TABE25 

Total British and Foreign Control 

Dividends on Common and Preferred Stock and Interest on Funded Debt 

Dividends (in cash) and Interest on Funded Debt paid by comjanies incorporated in Canada which 
carry on some or all of their operations in Canada. 

Calendar Year 1936 

(Amounts are exoressed in thousands of dollars) 

- 	 Total 	Payments to Security-holders resident in 	- 
Type of Business 	Dividends and 	CanadaX 	United 	Great 	Other 

Interest Paidx 	 States 	Britain 	Countries 

TOTAL ................142,767.1 	33,280.6 	87,595.7 	19,575.2 	2,315.6 

F' 

Manufacturing .............75,658.8 

Mining .................. 38,255.7 

Utility •... ................20,721.3 

Merchandising .............3,469.7 

Financial - Total ........ 	3,443.8 
Insurance 	797.1 
Investment Trusts 	483,9 
Other .........2,1628 

13,983.8 51,122.4 10,409.2 143.4 

9,912.8 22,559.6 5,016.5 766.8 

7,783.7 10,184.4 2,700.2 53.0 

298.7 2,657.4 320.4 193.2 

657.9 563.8 1,064.1 1 1 158.0 
92.4 177.2 519.7 7.8 

121.7 216,4 144.8 1.0 
443.8 170.2 399.6 1,149.2 

0) 

Miscellaneous .............1,217.8 
	

643.7 
	

508.1 
	

64.8 
	

1.2 

X 
Less dividends and interest paid by Canadian subsidiary comnanies to Canadian arent com'anies. 



TABLE 26 

CANADIAN DI }thCT r NVEST..ENTS ABRJAD INBRANCHES SUBSIDIARIE J 1 O , 

BY TYk.bS OF ORGJ1NILATION AND KINDS OF SECURITIES, END 0F19. 

(Values in thousands of dollars) 

Number of 	 Other (Net 
Canaàian 	Number of 	 Bonds 	Assets,Loans, 

Type of Organization and Country 	Parent 	Suhsidiries 	Total 	Common Preferred 	and 	Advances, 
Compani esx etc Abroad Investment Stocks 	Stocks 	Debentures 	etc.) 

1 	$ 	$ 
All Countries-- 

Inco- porated Subsidiaries, 
wholly-owned • • 0 • • • • • • • 
Other Controllinp. equities.... 

Unincorporated Branches, 
Agenie, etc..., •00•• o• 000.0 

Miscellaneous--(Mining and Oil 
Comanies,Leases,Claims,etc u).. 

	

61 	181 	379,84,2 244,031.9 31062.8 
	

76,164.7 
	

28,574.8 

	

31 	79 	98,446.7 	44,867.9 1,177.9 
	

36,697.7 
	

5,703.2 

	

18 	27 	5,372.6 	- 	- 	5,32,6 

	

18 	19 	14,122.8 	- 	- 	14, 22,8 	l 

a) 

	

Ui 	306 	497,776.3 288,899.8 	44,240.7 	112,862.4 	5l,774 

United States-- 

Incoroorated Subsidiaie 
Wholly-owned . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 
Other Controlling equities... 

Unincorporat d Brancnes 
Agenies, etc... 

Mi. cellaneous—(Mi ng and Oi]. 

	

48 	119 
	

219,993.9 104,615.6 	Z1 1 062,8 	68,414.7 	15,0O.8 

	

26 	6. 	90,420.3 	717,841.5 	13,177.9 	35,697.7 	3,703.2 

	

9 	10 	172.7 	- 	 172.7 

Comonnies,Lea s,Claims,eto0). 	16 	16 	8,906.8 	- 	- 	- 	8,906.8 

91 	207 	319,49.7 142,4f.1 	44,240.7 	104,112.4 	28,683.5 

x Numoer 	parent companies do not add exactiy as several comranies oper te in more than ore area, and 
with more than one type of organization. 



TABLE 26 (Continued) 

CANADIAN DIRECT INVESTMENTS ABROAD IN BRANCHES, SUBSIDIARIES, ETC. 

BY TYPES OF ORGANIZATION AND KINDS OF SECURITIES, END OF 196. 

(Values in thousands of dollars) 

Number of Other (Net 
Canadian Number of Bonds itssets,Loans 

Type of Organization and Country Parent Subsidiaries Total Common 	Preferred and Advances, 
CojpniesX etc., Abroad Investment Stocks 	Stocks Debentures 9_____ 

$ 
UnitedKgom-.- -. 

Incorporated Subsidiaries, 
Wholly-owned 	...... 10 18 12,871,1 1,4865 	- 4,000.,0 7,84.6 
Other Controlling equities.,. 4 5 9128 912.8 	- - 

Unincorporated Branches, 
Agencies 	etc .... .,... 8 8 483.,5 - 	-. - 483.5 

Misce1lneous--.(Miming and Oil 
Companies,Leases,Clainis,etc.) - -• 

-  - - 	- -. 

22 	1 	14,2674 	2,399,3 	-. 	4,000.0 	7,868.1 

OtherCountries-- 

Incorporated Subsidiaries, 
Wholly-owned 	.... .... 16 45 146,969.2 17,929.8 	- 3,750,O 	5,289.4 

Other Controlling equities.., 7 11 7,113.6 6,113.6 1,000,0 	- 
Unincorporated Branches, 
Agencies, etc 4 9 4,716.4 - 	- - 	4,716.4 

Miscellaneous---(Mining and Oil 
CompaniesLeases,Claims,etc.) 3 3 5,216.0 - 5,216.0 

25 68 164,0152 144,04.4 	- 4,750.0 	15,221.8 

x Number of Canadian parent companies do not add exactly as several companies ooerate in more than one area, and with 
more than one type of organization. 



w 
w 

TABLE 27 
= 

CANADIAN DIRECT INVESTMENTS ABROA1 0 

TM 

BRANCHES, SUBSIDIARIES, ETCBY TYPES OF BUSINESS, END OF 1935. = 0 

(Values in thousands of dollars) 

-- All Countries United States 

Type of Business Abroad Number of Number of I Parent Number of 	-- Number of -- 
Canadian Subsidiaries Value of Canadian Subsidiaries Value 

'Parent Com?aniesx 	etc., Abroad Investment 	Companiesx etc., Abroad Investment 

$ $ 
TOTAL INVESTMENT ABROAD,.. 111 305 497,7763 91 207  319,493.7 

Merchandising 	.............. 24 34 9,500.9 12 14 3,937.4 
Manufacturing 49 132 102,940.5 44 91 72,839.2 
Mining,Petroleum and Products: 30 53 129,422.4 30 43 32,271.7 
Utilities, Transportation and 
Miscellaneous 	............. 18 87 255,912,5 9 59 210,445.4 

United Kingdom Other Countries 

Number of Number of - - Number of Number of 
y7e of Business Abroad 

Canadian SubsidiarLes Value of Canadian Subsidiaries Value of 
Parent Companies 	etc., Abroad Investment 	Parent CompaniesX  etc., Abroad Investment 

TOTAL INVESTMENT ABROAD.. 22 31 	- 14,267.4 25 68 	- 164,015.2 

8 699.2 7 12 4,864.3 
Manufacturing 	.............. 10 19 8 3-165.0 8 22 21,936.3 
Mining,Petroleurn and Products - - 	' - 6 9 97,150.7 

Merchandising 	...................8 

Utilities, Transporthtion and 
Miscellaneous............. ....... 4 4 5,403,2 11 25 40,063.9 

X 	Number of Canadian parent companies do not add exactly as several companies orerate in more than one area, and 
with more than one type of business. 
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